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ABSTRACT

Proton, carbon-r3 and fluorine-l9 nuclear magnetic resonance

sPectroscopíes have been used to fnvestigate the stereospecificity of
long-range nuclear spin-spín couplíng constants between the sidechain
carbon-l3 nucleus and the rÍng protons, carbon-l3 or fluorine-19 nucleí in
some benzene derivatives.

For sy'metrrcalry substituted benzene derivatives the angular

dependence of the long-range couplÍng between the sidechain carbon-r3

nucleus and the ring nucleí can be described by

J = J^^ (sirr2et + Io-5.T + Ì 'l
9U '"-180 ' "0r'

where 0 is the angle between the benzene ring and C,_X_C planes rJ- 0 - " '90'
Jrg0 

"td Jo are the o-n, o and n contributions to the nuclear spin-spin
coupling, respectively; .sLr,20, is the value of sin20 averaged over the
hindered rotor states. I^Iith the assumption of a twofold barrier to

,).
, ,:::,:,:,'. internal rotation, V(0) = V^ sin¿g , .sirrZe, is related to Vn, the
,.at,, ,:,,:., ¿

:. . barríer height, by a hindered rotor nodel.
- ;:;.:.:., .

':": ConfornatÍonal preferences and internal rotational barrÍer heights
are Presented for l3C .rrti"hed derivatives of thioanisole, anisole,
selenoanísole, telluroanisole, N-methylaniline and benzyl cyanide.

.;:f::::l:: ìl
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A. INTRODUCTION



1. Stereospecific Coupllng Between Sldechaín Nuclei l{uclei on the

Benzene Ríng

The long-range spin-spÍn eoupling between sidechain nuclei and

benzene ring nuclei can be discussed Ín terms of several mechanisus; the

mechanism, the o-ï mechanism and the through-space mechanism.

rn the o Dechanism' the couplíng ís transx'itted by the o bond

frauework. Karplusl predicted the dependence of the vicinal

proton-proton coupling ln ethane on the dihedral angle, 0, between the

turo proton carbon bonds. Itlasylishen and schaefer2 proposed that the

angular dependence of the o electron contribution to 5JlcH -H Ir¡ Lo .t \un, rn3J l_n

toluene is
5.1{ctr,rr) = Bsin2 (e/z) (1)

l^

ethere B is -Jiao' the maxÍmum value of the couplíng when 0 is 1g0o. 0

is the angle by which the C-H bond of the rnethyl group twists out of the

benzene p1ane.

The o-r mechanÍsm ínvolves a hyperconjugative transmission of spin

infornation between the sÍdechain o orbitals and the n orbital of the

benzene ring followed by a o-r ínteraction of the aromatic n orbÍtal-s

wiÈh the o orbÍtals of the ring carbon nucleus or the c-x bonds of the

ríng. By analogy to the Mcconnell-Heller equation3 in electron spin

resonance, the angular dependence of the en coupling can be written as

J = -lff n sin2 e

r¿here .lffr fs rhe value of the coupling when 0 = 90o

(2)



The third mechanÍsm Ínvolves a through-space coupling bet¡seen

spacially proximate nucl-ei. This coupling is likely transBítted via

overlap of the electron orbitals associated with these nuclei and does

not involve spin coupling through fornal bonds. Because the through-

sPace couplíng has a very strong dependence on the average internuclear

distance it is a valuable tool for conforuatíonal analysis. Two

enplrical relaÈíonships relating Èhe through-space coupling to molecular

geometry have been ptopo""d4'5.

If all three mechanisms contribute, the spin-spin coupling between

sidechain nuclei and the benzene ring nucleí can be written as

= r;;" "Ío2Ê 
* ,lro sin2o/2 * Jrs (3)

a) sÈereospecific coupling between sÍdechain protons and nuclei

on the benzene ring.

The conformational dependence of spin couplings between the

sidechain protons and ring proËons in toluene derivatives have been

thoroughly studied. rNDO M0 FPT computations and experimental

measurenents of 4.,lct ,ttr) in aronatíc systens6 yield

4-llcH,ttr) = 6.90 ,rsín20 - 0 .32 cos2 e (4)

where n is the uutual

atomic orbitals in the

becornes

atom-atotr polarízabílity

C'-CZ bond. For toluene

associated wlth the 2p

r is -0.157 and (4)



4.tlctt,ttr) = -]-.08<sln2o> - 0.32<cos20t

4.tlctt,ttr) = -Q .76<sínze> - 0.32

(sa1

(sl¡

2?
r¡here <sin'0> is the average or expectation value of sin'g (expectatÍon

values will be díscussed in more detail in part 2 of this introduction).

The ."ir,20> and ."o"20> terms in equaÈion (5a) are attributed6 to the o-11

and o mechanisms respectively.

INDO MO FPT compurarions of 4¡(CIt,Hr) are fitted by

4.rqcri,nr) = -Q.342(5) - 1.005(6) 
"ir,20

- 0.230(5) sin2(slz) (6)

The numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last decimal

p1ace.

The orthobenzylic couplings measured by Barfield and coworkers6 fot

uolecules in which 0 was fixed (21 values) can be fitted bv

4;(cn,u") = -0.28(4) - 0.92(3) .sir,20' (7)

?rncluding a sin-(e/z) term does nor Ímprove the fit. Both equarions 5

and 7 reproduce the observed couplingS in toluene.

Early INDO MO FPT conputations by irlasylishen and Schaefer2 iurply

that -J(CH,H.) may rake the form
J

5.r{ctt,ttr) - tr]o 
"ir,20 

* triro 
"in2 

(e/z) (8)



Using

fsopropyl

<stn2e /2>

becomes

ortho

benzene

is 0.5,

dlfluoro derivatíves of toluene, ethylbenzene and

, for which.sín2gt has a sufficÍent range and

Schaefer and LaatikainenT proposed equation (g), which

= -].10 <sin2o, ( 11)

5.1 
{ ctt, tt, ) 0.336<sin'u, * 0.540<sin' (u / r), (e)

The observed ring substituent dependence of 
"Tro 

Ís relatively large

and in the absence of any ring substj.tue't" 5.llro becomes 0.322 Hz9.

Experimentally and theoretically, it appears that 6.11cu,Ho) is
dependent on sir,20 rn toluene, where .sír,20, is 0.5, 6J 

1CH" ,H, ) j,s

-0.602(2) HzB and one can write

6.1¡cH,tio) = -l.2o.sin2e> (10)

betv¡een the

investigated in

(11), (fZ; and

"̂J(CH,H4) is rather ínsensitive to ring substitution although the

electroníc nature (erectronegati-víty) of an atom attached to the

Eethyl carbon will have some eff 6-1 10.11ecE on ,g0

The conformational dependence of the couplings

sidechaÍn proton and the ring protons has also been
.t? 1?r14r15thÍopheno and is descríbed by equations

(13).

4.1 
l stt, tt, )

5.1 
1sH, u, ) 0.196<sin2u, * 0.360<sin'(, /r), (rz7



6.1¡sH,tto) = -0.g7<"ir,20, (13)

ïhese relationships have proven quite useful for investigattng the

effect of ring substftuents on the conformation of the sH moiety.

Ïn a nanner analogous to the work on toluene derivatives parr and

schaefer assume that 6.1(sÍH,H4) 
obeys a "in20 1aw in phenyl 

"í1"r""16..,
Taking <sÍn'e> as 0.5 in phenyl silane gave equation (ta¡, which could

be used to estíuate two-fold barriers to internal rotation ín soue

phenyl silanes.

6.1 
1s ttt, tto ) (14)

The possibility of a non-zero constant term

The rotational barrier about the Cr-Co bond

. 29.30enough--'-- to a11ow dfscussion in terms of

equilibrlun. The confornatlonal dependence

-0 . 686 ."ir,2 0 t

Investígations of the conformational dependences of the long-range

couplings in phenols, benzaldehydes, anÍlines and styrenes have proven

to be nore difficult. It has been inpossible to obtain experimental JrO

values. The rather hígh barriers to sÍdechaÍn rotation in uany phenol

and benzaldehyde derivatives allows the five bond coupling to be

discussed in terms of a simple cis-trans equilibrir*17-25.

Based on INDO MO Fpr calculations, a value rot 6.lfo has been

estinated from styr.n.26'27 to yield equation (15).

6t (a, ,H4) = -1.0 <sin2 o> (1s)

has also been sugg"st"d2B.

in styrene is not high

a slmple cis-trans
-4 qof 'J(cH,H2) and -J(cH,H3)



conformatlonal dependenc. of 4J(cH,H2) rrr¿ 5.1(ctt,Hr) have not yet been

deduced.

Coupling between the sidechaín protons and benzene rfng fluoríne

nuclei have not received as much attentfon as the corresponding

proton-proton couplíngs.

An investigation of 4-fluorotoluene derivatívu"31 
"hoted 

that the

six-bond coupling,6J(cH,FO) has a slfght solvent dependence and is also

dependent on ring substítuents. For 4-fluorotoluene ín CS, solution

6.t (ctt,Fo) = 2.24.sin20> (1 6)

The nature of the substituent perturbation of 6.1(CH,F4) is presently

being investigated in this laboratory.
4.1{CH,rr) shows substantial substítuent perturbatior,"32. An

eurpirical curve has been proposed for the angular dependence of

4rrnu r r32 5tt¡w E \ r.í^^1 ^,,ô ^ -*-'I'l ¡.1r.¡r.írirôñr ^€€^^r33'3tù \vr.,¡ 2/ J(cH,F3) displays a small substítuent effect33'34. An

attempt ís presently being made ín this laboratory, to deduce a

relationship like that of equatÍon (8) for 5J(CH,F3).

An investigatlon of the conformatÍonaI preference of long-range

couplings between the sulfydryl proton and ríng fluorine nuclei in

thÍophenols ís presently being conducted.

Írltren orirr2 0> ís know to be non-zero, the sign of the six-bond

proton-fluorine couplfng fs always posltive. For example, 6.i{CHr,tO) is

+1.12 Hz in 4-f1uorotolrr"rr.3l 
"rrd 

6J(SH,F4) 1s +1.000 Hz 1n

4-fluorothiophenoll4. In certafn derívatives of 4-fluorophenol and

4-fluorobenzaldehyde, where ."irr20, fs near zeto' 6¡(t,r) is small and

negativelT '23. It has been sugg""t.d35 that Ín 4-fluorobenzaldehyde



derivatfves a pure n couplíng mechanfsm lnay exist which takes the forn
6-1 2,,0."o" 0> to give

6-l{cuo,ro) = utl;n."rrr20' * 6.1f,."o"2s' (17)

an equation analogous to (17) nay be necessary to describe 6.1(Ott,Fo) fn

4-f luorophenol derivatíves.

The conformatfonal dependence of the coupling between sídechain

Protons and the para carbon nucleus has been examined in derivatÍves of
2,1-

toluene-' and may be qrritten as

5-l (ctt,co) = L.77 ."ír,2 o, (18)

The coupling nechanism is only significantly perturbed by

substítuents at the alpha or para positions. An ínvestigatíon of the

dependence of this coupling on the nature of the para substituent has

not yet been undertaken.

b) Coupling between sÍdechain carbon-l3 nucleÍ and rÍng nuclei.

AÈ present only the conformational dependence of the couplíng

between the sldechain carbon nucleus and the para ring proton or

fluoríne nucleus has been investfgated in derivatíves of 
"r,i"o1"37,

thioanfso1"38 
"od 4-fluorophenyl derlvatíves of methane, ethene and

?a
cyclohexane'- .

For anfsole derfvativ.=37 one mav wrlte

ut (o 13c, Ho) = -0.63<sin29> (1e)



and

ut (o 13c, ro) 1 . 48< 
" 

ir,2o t

These couplings were used to deduce the

about the Cr-0 bond Ín some fluorinated

Equation (21) has been proposed for

of 4-fluoroethane 139.

ctcß

o
INDO M0 FPT courputations suggest that the coupling mechanÍsm ís
dependent on the nature of the atom directly bonded to cu. For example,

in 4-fluorobenzyl ketones 6.ln' 
{Cß, F4) is taken as 1.42 Hz.

Recently schaefer and Balejr38 h"'o. used coupríng between the

nethyl carbon nucreus and the para fluorine nucleus or proton to deduce

the two-fold barriers to fnternal rotatÍon about the cr-s bond ín some

symretrícal1y substituted thioanisoles. The <"ir,20> values were based

on equatíons (22) and (23).

6.i (c*, ro)

u, (t 13c, no)

ut (t 13c, ro)

F

_t

1.29<sin2o>

= -Q.56. sin26 >

= l-.54<"fn29t

(20)

internal rotation

in some derivatives

(2L)

(22)

barriers to

arrisoles37.

6.r {ccu,ro)

a - ^ot

(23)
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very few couplings between the srdechaÍn s-carbon nucleus and rinq
carbon nuclei have been reported40 '4I . In this thesis the

conformatíonal dependence of these long-ra'g" 13c,13c 
"orrpring consrants

uríl1 be ínvestígated in several benzene derivatives. An attenpt will be

made to relate these coupling constants to .s1¡2g> values. Values of
<sín-O> nay in turn be used to deduce the barríer to ínternal rotation
about the cr-x bond. The next section wilr descríbe how barriers to
ínternal rotation nay be derived from <sin20, .,r"Ir"".
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2. Internal Rotation in Benzene Derfvatives

rnternal rotation in a molecure involves the rotation of one part
of the molecule relatÍve to another part about the bond that Jolns the

two Parts. The smaller part is carled the top and is assumed to roËate

relative to the larger stationary part, desígnated the frame. rn smal1

benzene derfvatives the sídechafn is usually consídered the top and the
benzene ring the frame.

Now consider the ínternal rotation about the cr-s bond in
thioanisole where the resonance stabílízed minÍmurn energy conformatíon

H3

I = 0o S = 90o

is 2 and the maxínun energy conformatíon is 3. The dihedral angre

betrreen the cr-s-co plane and the prane of the benzene ring, 0, is 0o

and 90o in 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the Potentlal energy function for rotatíon about the
cr-s bond ln thÍoanÍsole. The functíon repeats Ítself twice over one

full rotation of 360o and hence is referred to as two-fold rotation.
thus there can be l-, 2-, 3- or n-fold rotation. For example, the

rotatfon about the carbon-carbon bond ln ethane ls considered a 3-fold
rotation and the rotation about the cr-ce bond in toluene fs a 6-ford
rotation. A l-fold potential fs usually described as asymretric.

cH"
I
s

-\

\2

s-c

ö

2



1)

Figure I

The potentfal energy curve for internal rotation of thioanísole

about the cr-s bond. The squares are energies calculated at the sr0-3c

level of ab initlo molecular orbital theory. The solid llne is a least

squares fit of the points to yield the equation

v(o) = 4.48(g) "ir,2o + 0.52(g) 
"ir,220.

The nunbers Ín parentheses are the standard deviations ín the last
decinal p1ace.
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b
v(o) =; + bo cos n9 4 a' sin ng (24)

The potentials are even functions of 0 and so ,oay be represented by the

cosine Fourier seríes,

@

rV(g) = ¿. V' cosnO (25)
n=1

Equation (25) nay be manipulated in order to have the potential energy

equal to zero when g is zero.

sr v-v(0) = L; [l-cosno] e6)
n=1

For an n-fold potential only the coefficíents, vrr, which have multiples
of n may contribute to the potential. Thus the rotational potentÍa1

function for thioanisole would take the form

sr v^
v(o ) = L; [l-cos2no]. e7)

--fll-a

ThÍs equation uray be rel¡ri.tËen in the forn

@

v(o) =I vrrrsin2ne. (28)

n=1

The lnternal rotations díscussed in the remainder of this thesis
may be described by equarions (27) and (2g).

slnce the above rotations are perÍodic functions of 0, they can be

described by a Fourier series

i
n=1
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Experluental and theoretical values for the coefficieoa", v2rr, show

that the series ls rapidly convergent and that more than two terms need

seldom be considered. In many cases it is suffÍcient to describe the

potential function with a single term

v(s) = + [1 - cos2o] = Y 2 "io2o

If the potentíal can be described by two terms, i.e. V(0) = V. sin23 +
2'

Vo sin-29, one can think of y, as the barrier height* and vo as

affectíng the shape of the potential function. Potential curves for
different ratios of. tIO/y, are shor^'n in figure 2.

The dependence of the long-range spÍn couplings on .sin2g> has

already been mentioned. rt is of interest now Ëo relate .sir,20> to the

2-f.ord barrier to internal rotation, v' following the procedure of

Ayschough et aL.42

ôIn the guantun mechanícal pícture <sin'0>
tstatistical average of sin'0 over the hindered
f-E),m./_, exp(*Ë).ú,lsin
m=1

is the quantun

rotor states m.

1
'o 1,J, t'm

<"irr29, -

The states rJ;, and their

Schrödinger equatíon for

are found by solving the

rotor.

-E
exp cnËl

H rl,tm

*The barrier height

positive values.

I
m=1

energÍes, Er,

the híndered

m'm

t?o\

(30¡

( 31)

1s v(90) - V(0) and may take both negatíve and
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Figure 2

a
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d

e

f

c

h

l_

j

vo stn2 2e

Potential energy curves for functlons of the forn

v(0)

The labeled curves correspond to the following

Vo, gíven in kJ/no1e.

v, sin2o
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The Hamiltonian operator, H, may be separated into kinetÍc and

potential energy operators, i 
"r,¿ 

i, respectlvely. The kinetíc enerqv

operator is sùnply that for the 'rpartÍcle on a ring",

2^2
T="u

2I ;J ß2)
r

where r'. is the reduced rroment of inertia of the mo1ecu1e. The

potenÈíar energy operator ís the 2-foLd potential function,

t/

v =; [1 - cos(20¡1. (33)

The Schrödinger equatíon now becomes

(34)

This equatÍon is related to Mathieu's differentíal equatíon and the

solutions, \þr, can be expressed as Fourier series.

*;oo =Ð ^^^n-'/' sin2Ào
À

( 35a)

ú;""n = b*o Qr¡-r/z . Ð brr '-1l2 cos2ro (3sb)

\

DÍagonalízation of the even (e) and odd (o) haníttonian matrices wil-l
yield the energies, Er, and the expansion coefficients am¡ and br, fo,
each state m.

The natrix elements are



I7

.úe lH lúe'o' o

\7'2
=

2

.üe lû l,l,:'o' '1

.,1" lû l,i,t'm' 'm

.U," ltt lü,t - t'm ' ' mï-L

.,J,: lH l,rt'I'o

.,1,o l; l,rotm' 'm

.U,o lH l'ro - tm' ' mÎ-L

It
'2

7a
?')

ã-m-
nr

?'a
L

(36)

(37)

( 38)

(3e)
'2

- -;-4

All other matrix

Applícat íon

m = 1, 2, ..., Ir

elements are zero.

of the kÍnetic energy operator is straightforward,

-"11- f -r/2n, L arnÀ n

À

G

?
OU

fcin?1ê\

^ . /^
À- a . 1r -'' sin2À0m^

zr,2 \¡ . z, 12

\ /-,n1"*Àl
À

.úo lT l,rotm' 'm

for the odd terms, and

-.êrlr.ê<r], lrlú >m' m

Túo =
m

zrr2 F=r/-t
rr

( +o¡

(42)

(41)

Therefore the expecËatlon value of the kinetíc energy operator becomes

a
2ñ' lF=r/-,

rr ^tlo ^e'm^

for the even terns.

(43)
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If the Hanlltonian natrix Ís

energy parts, the matrix elements

divided into fts kinetic

nay be written as

ôr | 
^<ú-lTlú">

m' 'm

.p'lilu"
m' m

-o¿
m

energy

-oL
m=- \7

-eÍt
m

.,ro lû l,ro,'m' 'm

.,r" lv lut'm' 'm

I^'1",^l'
À

and potential

(44)

(4s )

(46)

(47 )

( 48)

(4e)

.ùo lH lúot'm' 'm

.ut lH l,lttmm

aìr ^<û- lV | ür" >m' m

.,¡' ¡i ¡ ¿',m' "m

SubstÍtutíon of the potential

.,ro lsin2e lúo,

.,r" l"ir,2o l,rttm' 'm

+

+

Recognízing thar the left hand sides of equation (44) and (45) are

simplv Eo and Ee respectivery, substÍtution into equations (42) and. (43)

for the klnetlc energy parts yfelds, after rearrangement,

I
À

2h-
I r

2h-
Ir

e-E
m

V^I

2Á'
v^f

¿T

1¡
^11 tz
^ la . I' m^'

1ô
^ 

L l. | ¿

^ ID . I' m^'

are found by

of the matrix

(30) will yield the

.,õ
r¿ l, l¿

^ lD . I'm^

operator and dívision by V, gives

2{-,2 I
À

I
À

Agaín, the energies and expansfon coefficfencs

dfagonalízÍng the Harniltonian Eatrix. substítution

elements from equatíons (4g) an¿ (4g) into equation

quantun statistical average value of sin20.
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A siurplifying feature of the above calculatlon is that the

potential energy oPerator is also the function whose expectation value

Ls belng calculated, namely sio20.

rf the expectation value of another functíon, f(0), is required,
equatíon (30) beco¡nes

-E
."p tiËl .{,m 

I f ( o) l,!o,'
<f(o) > = m

(s0)-E
êvñ t-l
-"r LDT J

¡\I

Evaluation of .,r; lf ( 0) l{,or "n¿ 
.,l,l 

I f ( 0) | ú;, involves solurÍon of
integrals of the forrn

¡/2

c:^r-t* ci* I '(o) 
sin2ko srn2lo do

J (5ra)
0

and

r/2
f

.i* .ï* / tCul cos2ko cos21Ê d3
J

(s1b)

.i_::. 0

respectivery' where k and 1 are Íntegers. rn some cases the analvtic
solutions of these integrars are sinple functions of k and 1.

';::;:::'; If one wíshed to calculate an expectation value of a funct.Íon of 0:::;:l:.r:,:

for rotation under a potential of the for¡nÐfr*"lnÇ, the matrix
elements of .he porentiar part of rhe Hamil.olt"r, r1..r*, <ú lvlu ,,'m'
t¡ould dfffer fron those of equations (:O¡-(39). Generalexpressions for

I
m
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these matrix elements under an n-fold híndering potential are given by

Lister, Macdonald 
"rrd 

Or"r,43.

The calculation of an expectation value of a functlon under the

lnfLuence of certain n-fold barríers nay fnvolve the solutíon of rather

cornplÍcatedtrigononetríc fntegrals. Alternatively, the classical

expectatlon value nay be evaluated.

-v( e)
exp [--] d 0

RT<f(e)>
-v( 0)

[-] /i Arl
RT

(s2)

A simple computer program has been ¡vrít.ten Ín r¿hich the functlon, f (0),

the temperature, and the coefficíents Vo in the expansion of the

functíon V(O) are gÍven as input and numerical inÈegration ls perforued.

Table 1 compares quantum mechanical and classical expectation values of 0

,)

and sfn-O fcr varíous 2-fold barrlers.

7f
I

J rru>
o

f"*o
J
o

Progran CIassical.XPT wrítten by Rudy Sebastlan, 1985.
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Table 1

Classfcal and quant.um mechanlcala values of <g> and oirr20> for
varíous t¡¡o-fo1d barriers under the híndered rotor noder.b.

Vr(kJ/nole) <e> (deg) . sir,2 e,

classíca1 quantum mechanical classical quantum rnechanical

0 45 45 0.500 0.500

2 38 38 0.402 0.410

4 31 32 0.314 0.329

10 19 20 0. r51 0.173

20 12 13 0.068 0.089

0 0 0.000 0.000

tU"ing 
30 híndered rotor basis functions, I_ = 1 x IO-47 kg ^2, T = 305K.

"with 0 as 0o
m].n
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J. and the Deternínatíon of

Barriers to Internal Rotation

Throughout this thesís Lnformatlon about molecular confornations

and barriers to internal rotation obtained frour long-range couplíng

constants will be compared to that derived frorn other physical rnethods

and from theoretical calculatÍons. l^Jhat follows fs a brief description
of the nethods to be mentioned and how the observable properties are

relaËed to the conformation or rotational barríers in the molecules

studied.

a) Dynanic nucl-ear magnetic resonance

rn the DNMR method, the resonance signar of an exchanging nucleus

is measured as a function of the temperature. rn the slow-exchange

regíon Ëhe resonances of the nucleus in íts possÍble low energy

envíronments (confomations) are well resolved.. As the tenperature ís

íncreased the exchange becomes fasterr the línewidth of the resonances

lncreases and the sfgnals eventually coalesce to the weíghted average of

the slor¡-exchange spectrum. The exchange is descríbed by a rate

constant for the transfer of magnetÍzation betrseen the different sÍtes,
and exact comPuter sinulatlon of the experÍmental lineshapes yields thís
rate constant- The tenperature dependence of the raËe constant is used

to determÍne the thermodynanlc actívation parameters, ¡C*, ¡tt* and AS*,

the free energy, enthalpy and entropy of actívation respectively. AG+

values ranglng from about 20 kJ/nol to l-50 kJ/nol have been deÈermined

by this nethod.
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FÍgure 3

Tenperature dependence of the 25 .L6 MÍrz 13c 
"p."arum of

N-nethylanÍline fn (cHr)r0. Taken from reference 44. Rate consr,ants

trere obtained from spectre taken betveen -113"c (160K) and -L26"c (rq7

K). The temperature dependence of the rate constant yielae¿ ¡c* = 30.3

kJ/rool, 
^H+ 

= 31.8 r 0.8 kJ mol and 
^S+ 

= g.4 t 6.3 J/mol K for
rotation of the methylamino group.
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rn s)nooletrically substftuted benzene derivatÍves the resonance of
the ortho and meta magnetf-c nucrei are nor'ally observed. For exampre,

ln N-nethylaní1ine44, the ortho resonance broadens and eventualry sp1Íts
into two peaks as rhe auroJre is lowered (see f igure 3) .

N-nethylanilíne ís a nearly planar molecule and the two peaks correspond

to the ortho carbons cis and trans to the roethyl group. A sroalrer

separation of the meta carbons ís also observable. The actÍvatÍon
parameters for rotati-on about Èhe cr-N bond have been determined by

conputer siurulation of the carbon spectrum at different teEperatures.

The DNMR of organic molecules has recently been reviewed by oki45.
A description of the theory and experímental methods of DNMR are qiven

in a book by Sandströr46.

b) Dipole moments and Kerr effects

Both the dipole moment, Þ, and the molar Kerr constant, nK, of a

molecule are dependent on its conformation. For a given morecur_e, the

measured dípole moment or molar Kerr constant uay be compared to those

calculated for different conformations of the molecule. rn most sÍmple

benzene derivatives one need only consider roËation about the cr-X bond,

where x is the sídechaín whose conformation is beíng studied. Dípo1e

Donents nay be calculated using molecular orbÍtal theory or by vector
additivity of group dipoles. The latter method has the disadvantaee

that the group dípole contributíons may not be strictry additive.
Dipole mouents calculated by urolecular orbital theory are very dependent

on the level of calculation and it is often difficurt to choose the

appropriate basis set.
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CalcuLatlon of nK requires the components of Èhe pennanent dipole

moment vector, ui, and the elements of the polarlzability tensor, bij.

These are both obtained by additívity of group dipole moments and

polarfzabllfties. Substitution of the dipole moment vector copponenrs

and the elements of the diagonalized polarlzability t,ensor fnto the

Langevln-Born equationyields the calculated molar Kerr constant.

For a non-rigid molecule, p and mK are averages over all possíble

molecular conformatfons. For example the molar Kerr constant can be

expressed as

ö.

[*xr,,"*ffff .,
(s3)<mK>

r \-v(0) I

J"*, f *, tou

Experlmental measurements actually yield the square of the dipole

Doment, hence .l-,2> must be calculated. usíng equation (53) requíres

knowledge of the form of nK(0) and v(e). v(e) can be expressed as rhe

truncated seríes of equation (28). nK(O) rnay take on a simple form, as

for phenylalkyl k"ror,""47 4 or benzyl ha1ide"48 5 ¡¿here

the functlonal form Ís glven by equation (54).

nK(o) = a+b"o"2u= A+B"io2o (s 4)
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Therefore, in some cases, Deasurement of nK is equivalent to
determination of <"ir,20r.

Where no sinple functional forur ís calculated a weighted average

over a number of conformations will yield the average value.
r _v(64 )
/_, nK(eì."p1- nrrl

mK=
-l/fa \Y . "'i'-/- exPl--RT-l

í

(ss¡

An iteratíve ApL program has been r,¡ritten in this laboratorv.

r¡hích Y, f.or an assumed 2-fold barrier is varied until mK is equal

the observed mK*.

A sinple descríption of the Kerr effect in conformatj.onal analysis

has been given by Arorr"y49.

Nematic phase nmr.

In nematíc phase nmr, the solute is dissolved in a substance called
a liquid crystal. The solute molecule dissolved in the nenatic phase

will assume a preferred orientatÍon wiÈhin the liquid crystal, which

Ítself is ordered in the external magnetic field. Although the degree

of ordering is relatively low, the envíronment of the solute uolecules

is anisotropic and dipole-dipole couplíngs are observed in addÍtion to
scalar spin-spin couplings. Because the diffusion of the solute in the

liquid crystal Ís rapid enough, only intramolecurar dÍpo1e-dipole

interactions are observed.

The dípolar couplittt Di_j is related to the inverse of the cube of
the internuclear distance, .ij, and the ang1e, örj, between the vector

by

to

*R. Sebastian, program KERR (1994).
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ttj and the directlon of the magnetrc fíerd, Bo, by the expression

D..
1J

-1- r, .,.¡I.1.
la

= ____:JL
)

4 1r

1.^ 2
tlJ cos 4..¿ l1

rn sinple benzene derÍvatives the dipolar coupling between nucr-ei
wíthin the benzene ring or sídechaÍn can be direct,_y related to .he
internuclear dístance. Dipolar coupling between sidechain and rÍne
nucleÍ are average values,

1ì -3
't 't (s6 )

(5t ¡
o'j=H (=-=)

whích must be properly weíghted with respect to the barrÍer to rotatÍon
about the Cr-X bond. Unfortunately < (3cos26. . y ¡ -3

'r-J tij -> is a comPlicated
function of the dihedral angle 0 between the srdechaín and the ring, so
expressions simílar to equations (50) and (52) are difficult to
,r""50'51. rn most cases the molecule is assumed to be rigid and the
dipolar coupling wíll yield the ínternuclear di.stances between the
sidechaÍn and ring nucleí, ¡¡hich can be related to the angle g.

d) Electron diffractfon

In the gas-phase electron diffraction (ed) experiment, a beam of
electrons is scattered by a jet of sample vapor. The intensíty of the
scattered beam is a function of the scattering ang1e. After subtractÍng
the background curve, r¡hich contains no molecular fnformatlon, the
molecular intensity curve, rr(s), is obtained (s Ís a paraneter rerated
to the scattering angle)

ro,(s) = - I I Brr(s) lrrr(') 4*Ða,
rfJ
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where BJi = Íz - f(s)Jrl,z - tls)1r cos ô.nr.(s), Z is the aromic number,¿J l_ J 1J --

f(s) is the scarrering anplitude and An' is the phase dÍfference

between waves scattered coherently by atorus f and j. pr5 (r) is the

probabÍlity densfty function for dístance r.. and ís usuarly

approxinated by a GaussÍan function. Thís curve contains informatÍon on

the Ínterato'ic distances and the mean square auplitudes of atomic

vibratÍons.

Fourier transfor^matíon of a slightly nodified form of I_(s) yieldsm-
the radfal distrÍbution function

a(s) exp(-ks') sín(rs) ds (se)

An exponential damping factor is included to reduce the envelope

effect and spurious ripples ín the radial distribution curve. These are

due to the restricted 1ímits of lntegratÍon lnposed by the experimental

data available.

The radía1 distributíon (R¡) curve is a function of distance (r)
and consists of a number of peaks with naxíEìa at distances correspondÍng

to interatomíc distances !üíthfn the nolecule. The íntensíty of each

peak Ís a functÍon of the atomic nunbers of the atoms, the lnteratomic
distance and the number of times that dístance occurs in the molecuIe.

Hence the strongest peaks are those for directly bonded heavy atoms.

As the size of. the molecule increases, difficulty in the anarysis
of the RD curvearisesdue to overlapping peaks. Deconvoluatfon of
overlapping peaks into GaussÍan components is usually performed. The

s
^¡uq¡/*\ Iv\!,, _ I f frl'*

J
Smln
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half heíght peak ¡¿idth ís related to the mean

vibration of the etons.

auplitudes of the

rf the molecule is assumed to be rÍgfd or undergoing only s¡nall
anplltude vÍbration, then the structure of the nolecule may be obtained
by sirnply sfmulatÍng the rr(s) curve and the RD curve for drfferent
fnteratomíc distances until there ís best agreement.

rnternar rotation rnay be taken fnto account by a Boltzmann

weighting of the rr(s) and RD curves over the rotationar potentíal.
ïhis nay be done quentum mechanically or crassÍcarly usíng equatÍons
(50) or (52¡ t""nective1y. The potential funcrÍon nay be varied unril
best agreement bet\feen calculated and experiuental curves ls achieved.
rhe dependence of the rr(s) and RD curves on the torsfonar angIe,0, is
rather complex and is discussed elsewhere in more detail52,53,54.

e) Microwave spectroscopy

There are several nethods by which barriers to ínternar rotation
may be extracted from micronave spectra. The simplest of these methods

fs the intensity method. rn this method, the ratÍos of intensitÍes, at
a particular tenperature, of the same rotatronal transition ín two

different torsíonal states of a morecule, provide a varue for the energy
difference between the torsional states. The fntensity neÈhod assumes

that the intensities, after correctrng for factors such as dípole
moments and st.atistical weight effectsr âr€ proportional to the relative
populatíons of the t¡¡o torsional states. These populatÍons are taken to
follor¡ a Boltzman distribution so the ratíos of intensÍtfes for
torsíonal states 0 and f are glven by
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ri 
= 

Ni 
= 

gi -AE-. ' _ 9i ^___ ,-nuo*ro No so '"P t- tfll = ,o ""P t- rfll
(60)

where r are the íntensÍties, N are the populationsr g represents the

..i:':,,:,r¡:1 degeneracy of the vibrational (torsíonal) state and v^ Ís the
Ll<-a

torsional frequency of the transítÍon from 6tate 0 to i.
For hígh barriers (>15 kJ/nol), inÈernal rotation mav be

a . .: . .

::.: : ':. approxinated by large auplítude motfon about the potential ni.nimurn.
t., t,i|.'.tt..t'

Under thÍs approxÍuation sin 0 = 0and the potential function can be

' -nê. nA 2v( 0) = v_ sín- (f) = V_ (l*)' (6r¡n ¿ n-¿'

The assocíated schroedinger equatíon is that for the harmonic

oscÍllator and the torsíonal frequency uay be related to the barrÍer
heíght by equatíon (62).

Bn2tvr,=i"rc2)
n

For slíghtlv lower barriers this approximation cannot be applíed

and the Schroedinger equatfon (34) Ís solved for dffferent values of. y,

untí1 the energy dífference betr^reen the two torsÍonal levelsmatches that
deríved from experiment.

At room temPerâture several states rnay be apprecÍably populated and

energydifferences between these states may be determined. If relative
energies of a number of torsional staÈes can be determíned it is
possible to rfmap out'the shape of the potentíal energy curve. The part

of the curve that is defined by these relatÍve energies mav be fÍt to a

Fourfer serfes (equation 28). Alternatively, the Schroedinger equatÍon
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may be solved for different coefficients, vn, to obtain a least squares

fit between the observed and calculated energy differences.

The fntensity method suffers frou experimentar diffícultles
varÍation of spectrometer response with frequency. Experfmental

of. 10'201! in the deternination of energy differences are conrr¡on.

Another nethod, called the splitting urethod, ls used extensivel-y

for obtaining barrrers to rotation for syurretríc top groups.

Internal rotation and overall rotation of the molecule are coupled.

This coupling yíelds line splíttíngs, due to splÍtting of the rotatÍonaL
energy 1eve1s, which are a sensitíve function of the potential barriers
to Ínternal rotâtion. Many 3-fo1d barríers for the rotatlon of urethyl

groups have been studied by this nethod, as well as several 6-ford
barriers. Rotational potentials for some cF, and siH, groups have also
been studied- The detaíls of the calculatíon of barriers by the

splitting method are given in several monograph"43'55,56.

The splitting nethod has an advantage over the íntensíty nethod in
that all measurelnents are of frequencíes which can be measured to much

greater accuracy than the intensity in a microuTave spectrum. The two

methods also differ in that they províde information about different

Parts of the potential energy curve. ThÍs dffference ís illustrated in
figure 4.

For rigid planar molecules the largest princíple moment of inertia
is equal to the sum of the other two

such as

errors

rc= rA*rg

and the lnertial defect

( 63)
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Figure 4

showing those Parts of a potentfal function best determined by the
splitting nethod (shaded area) and torsional frequency nethod (curvarure

of niniuuur). Taken from reference 43.
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[ = IC-Ia-I¡ (64)

fs near zeto. rn a molecule such as nitrobenzene the Ínertial defect
wÍll become non-zero r¡ith large anplitude Dotion (rotation) of the nitro
group. If the large amplitude vibration is harmonÍc, the inertial_
defect Ís a linear function of the torsional quantum number,
vt.

The dífference in the inertíal defect in the first excíted
torsional and ground states is rerated to the torsional frequencv5T,5g
by the approxinace equation

4 (vt 1) - ¡(vt = o) = _#",
( 65)

For high barriers, the torsional frequency may be substituted into
equatíon (65). Rotatíonal barriers in nítrob"r,""r,"57 

"r,d phenyl
dif1uorobor"r,"58 have been deduced in this wav.

f) Infrared and Raman spectroscopy

Direct observation of the torsional frequency associated wíth high
barrfers to ínternal rotatfon uay be observed in the far-Ínfrared region
below 200 cn-l. Equation (62) can be used to obtain the potential
barrier heíght. occasionarly transitions Ínvolving higher torsÍona1
states are observed. These transitions may be used to further improve
the descríptíon of the shape of the potentía' functíon. For example the
1*{' 2<-L' 3<-2 and 4*3 transitrons have been assigned in the far-Ínfrared
sPectrum of benzal-dehydesg. ïhe absorptions assocÍated wÍth torsional
vlbratlon are weak; thrs nakes the asslgnment of the torsional band
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rather difficult. Rauran spectroscopy is sometimes used Èo aíd in the
assfgnment of a weak band.

g) Molecular orbital calculations

l'Iith neglect of relativistic effecÈs and wíthin the

Born-Oppenhel¡rer approxímatíon of fixed nucleí the exact wave-function,
Y, and the energ], E, for a molecule are the solutions of the
Schroedínger equation

Hv=Ev (oe¡

The HaniltonÍan, Iì, is

H = fr- t/zv? - I a, + t-r- + ç1',zn
. i / ' r.. .-rT.- ¿-, * -
a N "i 1'j IJ 

M<N 
-l'lN

r¿here i and j are surrmed over the electrons and M and N are summed over
the nucleí. The equation cannot be solved exactry for syste's of more

the one electron. The ¡¡ave-functíon is approximated by a product of
one-electron molecular orbitals (ttOts)

V(1, 2, . , .n) = X, (1) y"(2). . . . X_ (n)"1 '.2' - ^n.'
n

= fI xi(i)
i-

Thfs ls known as the Hartree product. The morecular orbitar_s are
functions of space (x, y, z) and spin (q,ß) varíables. Since the
Hamiltonian fs spln lndependent the HOts are r¡rftten as products of spin
and space functlons, êg. xr(1) = ú1(r)c(1). The Hartree producr does
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not satisfy the

electrons (pau1i

by representing

antfsyn¡rnetry requlrenent wÍth respect

prfnciple). The ryave function nav be

ít as a Slater determinant

Èo exchange of trvo

antisynnetrized

p= v, (1) o(1)

úr(2) uç2¡

úr(n)a(n) rlrrr(n) g(n)þz(n)o(n)

ú1(1) ß(L) V2(1) o(1) . . . . !)n/ 2e) B(r)

VrQ)ß(2)¡tr(2)a(2) . . . .

lnt

1'
lÃrXo...X.rlr'n! L '

For a closed-shell system of 2n electrons with
orbítals are the solutions of the Hartree_Fock

Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) equatÍons,

paired spins,

(HF) or

. .þn/2(n) ß(n)

the best

( 70)

(6e)

flfr, ='l_ e.ú.Lt_

The Hartree-Fock equations are a set of n non-linear integro-
dlfferential equations whích can be solved directly only for atoms. The
nol-ecular orbitals nay be expanded in terms of atomlc orbitals. The
fndivfdual orbitals úÍ can be ¡rritten

tþ.
l_

Cóul- u ( 7r¡

NI
P=I

¡¡here Cu i rr" the molecular

the atonic orbitals. This

Orblrals) - MO nethod. The

Roothaan equations

orbital expansfon coefficients and 0u are
1s the LCAO (Linear Conbination of Atonic
correspondíng LCAo-Mo-scF equations are the
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(tz)

r¡here -F is the Fock matrix, g fs the matrix of expansion coefficients
and ê is the overlap natrix. For the molecular orbftal, rr. reith
one-electron energy ef, the elements of the N x N overlap matríx, s, are

I
À

I
o

t;:" = I oirrl frcore (1) ov(l) d*1 dr, d'. (75)

and

,gore -q zt"(1) = -I/2vi L f^
A=1

The quantrty (uvlro) is the tÌ¡o erectron repulsion integral

F C = eS C

- --corer =Ii +UV UV
P¡o [ (uu 

I ro) - 1/2 (pÀ 
| vo) ] (7 4)

(7 6)

(uv lro¡ = lI r]ru ov(1) I- oirrl þoe) d*1dyrd,, d*2dyrd., (77)

P^o are elements of the density matríx

P.=2
^o

&
c..c

^1 
0l- ( 78)

The electronlc energy is given by

Ee - I rr= ; L L Pru(Fr,, +H."otu)
u v 

Pv Pv uv

Adding the nuclear repulsíon energy,
M 7z

En =y5-. -A"B
L¿ LJ R.- 'A<B AIJ

(7 e)

'ru = 
I rÏ, ,r, ov(I) dx, dY, dz, (73)

The elernents of the Fock operator, F, are

where

(80)
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which is sumued over al-I conbínations of atoms A and B, yields the total

energy.

The Roothaan eguatlons do not forrn a system of linear eguatlons.

An fterative method must be used to solve these equations. A flow chart

for the solution of the Roothaan equatíons is given ln figure 5.

The atomic orbitals, 0, are usually represented by Slater-type

atomj.c orbítal-s (sTO's). unfortunately the integrals involving ST0ts

are dÍfficult to evaluate both analytically and numerically; Èhe

two-electron four-centered integrals are partícularly difficult to

evaluate. An alternative is the gaussian-type atomic function. These

functions have the advantage that all integrals nay be analytíca11y

evaluated with relative ease. The gaussian orbitals provide a less

satisfactory description of the atomic orbitals, but thÍs nay be

partially overcome by taking linear combinatíons of gaussían type

orbíta1s

u

8* (o, r)

dk, B*(ou,r)

= Nxexp(-or2)

where N ís the normarfzation constant and x specifies the type of

gaussian function (s, Px, Pr, P., d*2 etc.). The disadvantage of having

to evaluate a larger number of integrars (K tines as many) is greatly

offset by the ease of integral calculaÈion. Note that in equatíon

(81) ' d,^. and cr- are not varied ln the scF calculation; they have beenKUK

Preset to values that will best describe the correspondfng Slater-type

orbiÈal. rt is the coefflcfera, cui, fn equatíon (71) that Ís varied.

At the Hartree-Fock level there are three groups of basis sets comnonly

K

I
k=1

(81 )

(82 )
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Figure 5

sequence of program steps required for the scF so1utl0n of the
Roothaan equations for a closed-shelr systen. Taken from reference 60.
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in use; ninírnal basís sets' split valence basis sets and polarization
basís sets.

MinÍuar basis sets' desígnated sr'-KG, sinply have every

slater-tyPe atonic orbltal expanded as K gaussian-type orbitals. rn the

split valence basis seÈ, designated K-LMNG, the inner she11 orbitals are

descrÍbed by K gaussians and the valence shell orbitals are described by

L + M * N gaussians sprit into a set of L, M and N gaussians where each

set has a different exponential, c, which deÈermines how diffuse the

functj.on ís. Not splitting the inner shell functions has some effect on

the total energy, but 1Íttle effect on most chemicar properties. An

example of a split valence basis ls the 6-31G basÍs set, where each

inner shell orbital is described by síx gaussians and each outer
(valence) she1l orbital is described by 4 gaussíans split ínto a group

of three wíth exponential facÈor ct and one with exponential factor c,,.

some conmonly used split varence basis sets are 3-21G , 4-3rG, 6-31G and

6-3llc.

Polatízation basis sets have d-type functÍons added to heavy atoms

(Li-F) and/or p-type functions added to hydrogen or heriun. The

commonly used polarization functions are 3-2lG*, 6-3lG* and 6_31_Gx*.

The symbol * denotes that a 3d orbital is added to a heavy aro' (Lí_F)

and Èhe synbol ** denotes that 3d orbÍtals have been added to Li_F and

2p orbitals have been added to hydrogen atons.

At the Hartree-Fock 1eve1, ab lnitio molecular orbÍta1 theory does

not take correlation between the motions of electrons with opposite spin
Ínto account. correlatÍon between electrons of the same spin is onry

partially accounted for. Therefore the correlatíon energy Ís the
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difference between the exact (nonrelativistic) and Hartree-Fock

energles,

E1"*""a¡ = ElHartree-Fock) + Eqcorrelation) (83)

conputatíons fnvorving electron correration are demanding,

particularly of computer dísk space. Hence, electron correlation has

only been taken into account in the calculatÍon of barríer to ínternal
rotation for sma11 molecules. These calculatíons show that ínclusion of
electron correlation usually has 1ittle effect on the barrÍer

60 .61net_gnt

Geometry optimization of a molecule requires the evaluation of the

energy gradient, í.e. the negative forces on each nucleus. This Ís d.one

by analytical differentiatíon of the corresponding energy expressions.

DifferentÍation of the total energy obtafned from the solutíon of the
Roothaan equations, with respect to any nuclear coordinat€, R, yields
equation (84).

Uv

^-nr
1

AR

pvÀo

AS
UVrl. .. --G-

t; v dl(
(84)

where the tr¿o-electron Ínteral

(uvllro¡ - fr * *=JJ ou(l) ór( ¿)

( uv | ¡ Ào) are defined

+ Ió. (1)0..,(2) - oo(1)ov(2) l'tz v u

^,,coredHl

P l'v +*UVAR'*å=II I f f lr,,r^or# (uul lro;1

I
u
I

dx.,dxrdy, dy ndz. dz,L ¿'L -¿ L . (8s¡
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and the energy-rf,eighted density matrix,
occ
frx\"_.. = ) €.c cUv /_ -iui-
f

Lr, is given as

(8e¡

€, are the one-electron energles and the sumration is over all occupÍed

orbítals. The evaluation of energy gradients has been treated in
greater detail in a review by p.r1"y62. Ffgure 6 shor.¡s t,he program sËeps

involved ín the optinization of a molecular geometry for a particular
basis set.

one of the criterÍa for geometry optimization is that the energy

gradlent must be below a small threshold value, that is, the energy is a

miniuum with respect to the nolecular geometry parameters. of course,

tor a potential energy surface the gradíent vanishes not only for a

minimum but also for maxima and saddle points. The evaluatÍon of second

derivatíves is necessary in order to distinguísh between these exrrema.

Now the calculation of a barrier to internal rotation becomes

straightforr.'ard. Two parts of a molecule are rotated about a bond, the

dihedral angle Ís held constant whíle the bond angles and bond lengths

for the rest of the molecule are optinízed. This is done for a number

of dihedral angles. The energies may then be fÍt to a function of the

dÍhedral ang1e, 0. A truncated Fourfer series ís usually used (see

equation 26).

v1
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Figure 6

sequence of execution of progra¡! modules resulting in the

optimizatlon of molecular geonetry for a particular basis set. Taken

from reference 60.
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4. Introductíon to the problen

Much work has been done on the mechanlsms and conformatfonal

dependences of spfn-spin couptlng constants between the sidechaln

Protons and rlng Protons or fluorine nucleÍ in benzene derivatives and

on theÍr use for the determination of uolecular conformatlons and

barriers to internal rotation.

It ís the intent of the work descrÍbed in thís thesis to establish

the conformational dependences of long-range spin-spin couplings between

síde-chair, 13c nucleí and rÍng nuclei in some benzene derivatíves and to

aPPly the stereospecifícities of these couplings to the determination of

molecular conformations and internal rotatíonal barriers. specíal

emphasis will be placed on long range t3a,t,a couplings.
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B. EX?ERIMENTAL METHODS
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1. Preparation of Compounds

ett 13c enrÍched precursors 
'rere purchased frono MSD isotopes and

were of 95 atom z or hfgher rsotopic purity. The fo110wing describes
typícal syntheses performed as part of this thesis work:

a) Synthesis of 13C enriched thioanisoles.
About 0-1 g of sodiuu metal r¡as added to 10 nl 0f absolute

methanol' 2 "'moles of the thiophenol r¿ere added. Then 2.3 rnmofes

(0'33 g) of l3cHrt were added r¿ith stirring. The solution r+,as srirred
for 15 mÍn and water was added to gÍve a cloudy suspension. The uixture
rÀ7as extracted with ether and the ether layer !ùas separated, dried over
anhydrous Mgs0o, firtered and rotary evaporated. The synthesis of
selenoanisoles from selenophenol (benzeneselenol) was identícal to that
above. Ethylarions used 0. 36 S (2 . 3 moles) of CH.13CH^ I.)¿

b) SynthesÍs of 13C enríched anisoles.

4.0 mroles of the phenol were dissolved Ín 5 nl of dry acetone.
0'8 g of dried K2c03 was added and the mixrure was stÍrred. Then 0.5 g

1?of --cHrr Ín 5 nl of dry acetone was added and the mixture was stirred
overnight' l'later l¡as added and the cloudy suspension v¡as extracted wíth
ether, the ether extract was dried over anhydrous MgsOo, fÍltered and
rotary evaporated.

c) Synthesis of 13C enriched N-methylanÍlines.

0.010 moles of the aniline and 0.010 noles (1.46 Ð ot
trfethylamine were dissorved in r-5 m1 of cl2cr2 ín a 50 ml round bottom
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flask. A solutlon of 0.011 noles (2.20 Ð trifluoroacetic anhydríde in

10 n1 of cHrcl, was added ro rhe flask wirh stírring and cooling in a

rsater-ice bath. The yields of trifluoroacetanilides were about 75 to

807".

2.0 n¡moles of the trifluoroacetanilide and 4 rnmoles (0.e g¡ of.
1?--cH"r were dissolved in 10 nl of acetone. The solution was heated5

almost to reflux. Then 0.1 g of dry powdered KOH was added and the

mÍxture was refluxed for 10 urin. The acetone r,¡as evaporated off under

vacuua and 10 ml of water was added. This solution was refluxed for 15

min. The product was extracted with ether. The ether solution ¡.ras

dried over anhydrous MgsOr, filtered and rotary evaporated.

d) Synthesis of 13C enriched benzyl cyanides.

2.5 n¡moles of the benzyl bromide or chloríde were dissolved in 10

nl of acetone. 3.8 nsroles (0.25 g) ol r13c¡¡ in 15 url of water were

added with stirrÍng. This was refluxed for about t hour. About 50 ro1

of water r¡ere added and the product r^7as extracted wíth ether. The ether

solutÍon l¡as dríed over MgsOo, filtered and rotary evaporated.

e) synthesís of 13c enriched o-nethyl benzyr alcohols and

acetophenones.

A Grignard reagent was made with 0.2 g e mroles) of Mg in 2 n1 of

ether and adding 1g (7 rnrnoles) of l3cti"r in l nr of eÈher. TheJ

reaction started after a Dinute or two. After the reaction was

complete, the Grígnard reagent was transferred to a second flask. This

flask was placed in an ice bath and a solution of 6 uuroles of the

benzaldehyde fn 5 nl of ether was added dropwise over a period of 10
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min. A yell-ow precipitate formed and then redissolved. This mÍxture

was refluxed for i- hour. During the reflux a pale yellow precípitate of

the magnesíum salt formed. About 10 ul of roz HCl was added and the

salt dissolved l¡ith bubbling. More ether was added and the two layers

were shaken and separated. The ether layer was r.¡ashed r¿íth about 10 ul
of saturated sodiun bisulfite solution, dried over LlgS0O, filtered and

rotary evaporated.

About I g of pyridinium chlorochromate !ùas suspended in 5 n1 of

cE2cr2 and the alcohol producr in 5 nl of. cïrcr, was added with

stirring. This míxture ¡¿as stirred for over t!Ío hours. The orange

crystals of pyridiniuu chlorochromate soon turned to dark bror,m goo.

The CH2C1, solution vras decanÈed and the blackish tar was washed twice

wÍth ether. The coubined extracts L'ere dried over MgSOo, filtered
through soue chronatography-silica and rotary evaporated to give a

greenish-bror^m liquid. This riquÍd was dísti11ed to give rhe

acetophenone.

f) Synthesís of nerhyl phenyl telluride.
0.5 g of diphenyl ditelluride were díssolved in 5 nl merhanoL anð 2

ml benzene (didntr quíre dissorve). 0.5 of NaBHo in 5 ul 1N (5 wtz)

NaOH were added dropwise. There was effervescence upon additÍon. The

undissolved dlphenyl ditelluride went into solution and the solution
eventually turned colorless then slightly cloudy. The addition of NaBHO

solution was stopped. 0.5 g of 13cH.r in about 1 nl nethanol- were

added. The solution was stirred for I hour then poured over crushed ice

and 102 HCI was added. A nethylene chlorfde extract of this mixrure was
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dríed over anhydrous Mgsoo, fíltered and rotary evaporated to gÍve a

Iíght bronm lfquid.
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,) Sample PreparaËion

Solutions of the coupound Lrere prepared fn a number of different
solvents (concentrations and solvents for each solution are gíven ín
tables 2-20). Samples for 13c 

"*p"riments lrere transferred to 10 nrm od

tubes together with 10 drops of TMS. sanples for proton experiments

hrere transferred to 5 nrm od tubes together vrith one drop of TI,fs. A drop

of cuF, lras also added ir 19r spectra vrere to be recorded. These

samples r.rere then degassed using the freeze-pump-thaw technique. At

least three degassing cycles were performed before the nmr tubes v¡ere

flame-sea1ed.
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3. Spectroscopic Method

All nmr sPectra were taken on an Alf300 Bruker spectroneter at a

probe temperature of 300K. For proton decoupl"d 13c experiments,

typically 128 to 256 FrDs were accumulated. For proton co,rpr"d 13c

experíments 400 to 2800 FIDs were accuÐu1ated. Acquisítíon tines were

20s to 30s; for exampre, a spectral width of 100 Hz was assígned to a 4K

daÈa region, to give an acquisition tine of 20.48 s.

Proton 
"nd 

19F spectra lrere usually the results of. B to 32

accumulated FIDs with acquisition tiues of 25s to 40s.

Soure FIDs were zero-filled to twice the original data region before

Fourier transformation, using a snall auount of gaussian multiplícation.

Line r¡idths at half heíghr were rypÍcally 0.05 to 0.25 Hz.
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4. Conputatfons

Spectral analysis and sínu1atíons were performed r¡fth the progrâm
Á?

NllMARrr-- in the lteratÍve and non-iterative modes; the program !¡as

coupled to a plotting routine.

Ab inltío molecular orbítal calculations utilized the conputer

progrãms MONSTERGAUSS64, GAUSsTAN g045 
"n¿ GAUSsTAN g266. The gradÍenr

and Murtagh-sargent methods were used for geometry optinization.
calculations were performed at the sr0-3c , 4-2LG, 4-3rG and 6-3rG

1evels.

INDO MO Fpr67 computations of coupling constants utir-ized the

geometries optimized at the ST0-3G 1eve1. All curves were statistically
fit usÍng the SAS nonlÍnear regression procedure, NLIN. SAS/GRAPH

Prograus were written in order to plot curves and molecular structures
on a XEROX laser printer.

All courputarions euployed Aodahl 470/Vg, 5g0/5g50 or 5g70 sysrems.
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t'There is an analogy beËween complex nuclef and complex

molecules, but there is a fundamental difference Èoo;

for nolecules the first princÍples with r¡hích !¡e cannoÈ

calculate theír properties are far better knolm."

Hendrik CasÍmir
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C. EXPERIMENTAL RESLI,TS



In the following tables, all coupling constants (J) are given in

Hz. Proton and fluorlne-l9 chemical shÍfts (v) are also given in Hz,
1?

wÍth respect to internal TllS and C6F6, respectively. Al1 ^-C che¡oical

shifts (6) are f.n ppm with respect to Ínternal TMS. In al1 cases,

coupling consÈants between carbon-13 nuclei are set equal to Èhe

corresponding splittings observed in the 13C ,,r. spectra.

Uncertainties in carbon-l3 shifts 
"r,d 

13C,13C 
"o.,pling 

constants

are taken as less than 0.01 ppm and 0.01 Hz, respectively, unless

otherwise stated. The uncertaintíes are based on the reproducibÍ1ity of

the spectra of several of the compounds studied and on comparísons

between spectral parameters with those previously measured in this

laboratory.

Sígns of coupling constant were determined by double resonance

experiments. Signs in parentheses are taken from closely related

compounds. Uncertainty ín the sign of a coupling constant is shown by

the symbol t. ProÈon, carbon-l3 and fluorine-l9 spectra were taken on a

Bruker Æ'f300 spectrometer at 300.135 MHz, 75.486 MIIz and 282.363 lú12,

respectively.
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Table 2

13Û lll r

syumetrÍca1ly

chemÍcal shifts 
"r,d 

13crI3c 
"orrpling constants

substituted thioanisoles.

for some

Paraueter

6¡s13cnr)

ô (cl)

o (cz)

o(c:)

6 (c4)

2,,I3^ ^ ,J\ t rr-r,/
3.Ì/13n n \u \ "r"2)
4r(r3 I . \s\ rt"3,

5.r(13c,c*)

g"

15.45

r39.57

L27.L3

r29 .68

r25.66

(-) r.38

(+) 2.95

(+)0.28

(+) 0.20

17.78

113.59

163. 68

LL2.s9

r30.79

(-) r.7 6

(+) 1.29

(-)0.ss

(+) 0.63

78.32

135. 16

r4r.42

I29,7L

r3L.32

(-) 2. 11

(+) 1.33

-0.69

+0.77

14.80

r74.r4

L24 .55

135. 59

r25.09

-1.39

+3.25

(+)0.42

+0. 11

h2,6-diFD 2,6-dic1c
Å

3,5-dic1"

42.7 
mol7" in aceton"-d6.

b2.8 
moL7" in aceton"-d6. The couplings to fruorine rr" 1, (cz,r2)

-246.r0, 
2lGt,F) = 2L.gg, 2l(c3,F) + 4.1{cr,r) = 22.10, 3.1{cr,ru)

5.26, 3¡(c¿,F) = 10.36, or(t'a,r) = 3.57.
c2.6 

moL7. ln aceton"-d6.
d3.4 moIZ in aceton"-d6.
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6 1sl3cHr)

o (cr)

o (cr)

o (cr)

o (co)

2.1{ 13c 
, cr)

3.1(13c, cr)
4.t 

{13c, c, )
5-l 

{13c, cr)

e3.5 nolZ in
f3.o uolz in
84.0 nolZ in

= 22.LI, 3.f

h5.1 nolz in

4-ocH3e

17 .65

130. 11

130.64

115.46

159. 20

(-) 1.46

(+)2.34

< 0.10

(+)0.41

acetone-dU.

acetone-dU.

acetone-dr.

= 7.88, 4, 
=

acetone-dU.

I
4-CH^-

16.06

135. 90

I27 .73

130.38

135. s1

(-) 1.40

(+) 2.7 4

(+) 0.14

(+) 0. 31

4-Clh

15.58

138.59

I28.52

I29.57

r30.92

(-) 1.38

(+) 2 .9s

(+) 0.2s

(+) 0.26

Lt = L42.7r,2J

4-Fg

16.56

134. 83

I29 .7 4

116.58

161.01

(-) r .42

(+)2.70

10.10

(+) 0.33

7J(rar^, oc'^) < o .05 Hz._J _J

6r(rar., cH^) = o.ro Hz._J _J

The couplings to fluoríne are

3.r7 , 6, = 0.47 .
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Table 2...conttd...

4-t-Bul 4-nri 4-No2k o_*rt

1?6(S*"cH3) 15.83 15 .43 19 . 18

ô(c1) 13s.88 L38.24

ô(c2) L27 .29 L38.77 126.04 L32.24

ô (c3) 726.53 132. 50 t24.54 115.80

ð(c4) 148.66 Lr8.62
t 1'L-J ( ^-C, Cl) (-) 1. 40 (-) I .40
? 'r?'J(-'c,c2) G)2.78 (+)2.97 (+)3.3s (+)1.94
tr '1"'J(--C,C3) (+)0.18 (+)0.27 (+)0.47 <0.10
5 1?-J(*-C,C4) (+)0.28 (+)0.21

i5.3 uolz in aceron"-d6. 6r{s13rrr, c(cH3)3) = 0 .070 Hz.

3 4.5 not7" in aceton"-d6.
k.^ 2 rnolZ in acetone-d..
1.^ 2 no1% in acetone-d..
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3,5-df c1-4-0cH^II1

-J

15. 78

3 ,5-di.ct-4-oHt Ho

61s13crr)

ô (c1)

ô (c2)

o (cr)

o (co)

2.1(13c,cr)

3¡(13c,cr)

4¡(13c,cr)

5¡(13c,co)

n3.5 molZ in
n2.0 nolZ in
o7.0 nolZ ín

r27.13

L30.22

150. 38

(+) 3.01

(+) 0.23

(+) o. rs

L28.29

(+) 2 .67

15. 88

r39.04

L26.75

r28.72

r24 .87

(-) r .42

(+)2.93

(+)0.24

(+)0.22

acetone-dU.

ace tone-dU .

cs2/c6DL2.

'J(SCHâ, 0CH.) = 0.093 Hz.
- J - J'
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Table 3

Long range couplÍng from rÍng fluorine nuclei and protons to the

nethyl carbon-l3 nucleus in 2,6-difluorothioanisole

, -1tc H,

4¡(13c,rr) = !3.57 (2)

5.1(13c,nr) = (+)0.212(3)
6.1(13c,H4) = (-) 0.42r(2)

couplings are the averages over the four multiplets of the nethyl
quartet. Numbers in parentheses are the standard devíations in the last
deciural p1ace.

F
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Table 4

13c .hurical shifts and t'rrt'a coupling constants for some

syumetrically substituted ethyl phenyl sulfides.

parameter

u i13cur)

6 (cHr)

o (cr)

o (cz)

ô (c3)

ô (c4)

t,(t'a,cH.)
--J

2.1çt3c,cr)

3.1{13c,cr)

4.1{ 13c 
, cr )

5-l 
i13c, co)

la
4-CH^ "

28.34

14.76

133. 84

130. 37

130. 39

l.36.46

35 .40

\-/ J-. q r

(+) 2.0s

(-) 0.0e

(+) 0.43

4-ocH^cHA

27.6t

14.63

r37.7I

L29 .43

L29.72

]-26 .4r

35.05

(-) 1.40

(+) 2 .20

<0.05

(+) 0.34

29.85

14.9L

I27.32

133.64

115. 36

759 .87

35 .46

(-) L .46

(+) 1 .68

(-)0.23

(+) 0. s4

42.4 
mo:-'7"

bz.5 
mot?"

ca.l 
urolZ

acetone-dU,

acetone-d6.

acetone-dU.

1n

in

tn

(4-CH3) = 20.91 ppm.

(09.H3) = 55.51 ppm.

"̂J(CH^,CH.) = +0.15 Hz.
-/-1

' J (CH^ ,0CH. ) < 0 .05 Hz ._L_J

ð

6
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Table 5

13C ,,rr chemical shffts and

ortho substituted thíoanísoles.

13^ 13^(-, u coupll_ng constants

19.70

r20.72

1s6. 93

115.04

130.76

]-20 .54

r34.94

(-) 1.7s

(+) 1. 13

(-)0.77

(+) 0. 91

(-) 0. 76

f+l'l )^
\ . / 

-. -v

2-ocH^e

14.23

I28.L7

157.10

109. 66

L26.36

16.11

t24.60

tss.92

Lrs.44

128.00

I2r.07

L29.99

(-) r .42

<0.5

(+) 0. 46

<0. I

(+) 2 .99

17.56

119.63

I47.30

114.38

L28.96

118.33

136. 16

(-) r.7 2

(+) 1.10

(-) 0. 6s

(+)0.76

(-)0.s9

(+) 1.68

for some

14. 85

L26.64

160.71

LLs.76

I27.53

I25 .69

L28.77

(-) 1.3s

(+) 1.63

10 .09

(+) 0.29

!0.23

parameter

'tq
6( S*"CHr)

ô(c1)

ô(c^)

ô (c3)

ô(c4)

o(cs)

ô(c,)
o

2,rL3n n ,.J\ \,rr,1,,

3,,r3n n ,J \ U rU2)

4,rL3^ ^ ,.J\ Urt,r,/

5 't?'J('-C,C4)

!¿ 11'J (--C,C5)

3rl13,_ 
^ \J \ u ru6)

2-OHa 2-0Hb 2-NH.c 2-Fð

1
¿-br

61s13ctr,)

o (cr)

6 (c2)

6 (ca)

ô (c4)

15 .38

140. 82

L2r.68

133. 30

t26 .46

2-0H-o-CH"

14.90

t78.72

L57 .73

115 .00

131.05
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6(cs)

6(c6)

2,rr3n n ,J\ r.rrJl,,

3-li13c,cr)

4.1{13c,cr)

5.r{13c,co)

4.1{13c,cr)

3.1{13c,cu)

121.90

L26.34

(-)1.2s

(+) 1. 38

<0.05

(+)0.2s

r0.36

(+) 4.01

L28.9r

126.27

(-) 1.11

(+)2.2r

< 0.1

< 0.05

(+) 0. 60

+4.L9

r20.39

136.16

(-) 1 .64

(+) 1.01

(-)0.72

(+) 0.86

(-) o. 74

(+) I .0s

a4.O moIZ in CCIOlC 6DtZ.
b5.2 

mo17" in aceton"-d6. All observed lines were broad.

ca.6 uolZ in ccl4lD6DtZ.

d5.0 nol% in aceton"-d6. The couplings to 19F rr" 6.t(13a,r) = 2.328,
2.1{cr,r) = 17.08. 1.1{crr) =-242.25. 2t{ara¡ = 2r.59, 3r{aor¡ = 7.73,
r ^ ¿ ^ -. .3-,r3^-J(c5F) = 3.53. The splítting of cU due ro -J(c6F) and -J(--c,cU) were

of siurilar nagnitude and could not be distinguished.
e4.z mdrz in aceron"-d6. 5t{ta"r,09H3) < 0.05 Hz.

f3.8 nolZ in aceton"-d6.

85 .0 uotZ ín ccr olcoDtz. 
l.t {ctrct, ) = 34 .9 .
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Table 6

lH nm spectral parameters for a 4.5 nolZ solution of

2-hydroxy-thioanisol"-13c in cclolc oDtz.

,,}tc n,

u(13c) 5ooo.oooa

v(H^) 2068.337 (1)
J

v(cHO) 2746.495(L)

v(H-) 2032.27t(t) 5J1n.,".¡ 0.387(1)- )' J- b

v(H.) 22L8.340(1) 3J1r,,".¡ 7.368(1)o' 4 )
5 1? L-J(*-C,H^) 0.187(2) 'J(H,,H,) r.676(1)J.+O
Á 1? c"J(-"C,H, ) -0.563(2) -J(H.,H,) 7.7L2(r)4' )' O

I t{-J(^"C,H.) 0.186(2) transitions calculated l-.28

4-,r3^,, ,-J(-"C,H6) -0.532(2) transitions assigned 118

?"J (H" ,H, ) 8.177 (1) largest difference -0. C17
JL+

4.rru- -",i 1.331(1) rms error 0.005r \r¡3r¡¡5./

"Atbitr.ry shift, held constant duríng iteratÍons.
b^. - 5_,13^,. 5-,13^,. ,-Signs of -J(--C,H3) and -J(--C,H5) were determined by double resonance

experiuents; all other signs were assumed.

cspectrum was taken under conditions of fast 0H exchangei therefore no

couplings to the hydroxyl proton were observed. No coupling to the

thiourethyl protons was obseryed.
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Table 7

1-H nmr spectral parameters for a 3.0 molZ soluÈion of 2-anino-thio-
13^anisol-e--- C in acetone-d. .

, )cH,

ör-"'
12

.r("C) o 5000.000

u(H:) 2032.252(r)

u(H¿) 2t09.156(1)

u(Hs) 1981.451(1) 5 
"u u-..^3'.^6) 0.380(2)

., (He ) 2184.863 ( 1) 3 
"" H- r..4 ,..5 ) I .284 (2)

5 '13 t!-J(--C,H3) +0.183 (2) -J (H4 'H6) r.552(2)
Á 1? ?-J(*-C,H4) -0.42r(4) -J(H5'H6) 7.7L0(2)
5 1?-J(*-C,H.) +0.LI7 (2) transitÍons calculated 160)
4-.r3^ -- ,'J(--C,H6) -0.371(2) transítions assígned L59
2-.t(Hr,ÌlO) 8.035(2) largest difference 0.018

4rrn.' ,, \J(uH3,H5) 7.348(2) rns error 0.006

"Shift held constant during iteratÍons.
h-Couplings from the roethyl protons to ring protons \,rere very snall but

broadened all the ring proton resonances s1Íght1y.

"Sígr," of all the couplings between the nethylthio carbon and rlng

protons determined by double resonance experiments.
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Table I
13a ,rrr chenical shifts .rrd 13c,13c 

"orrpling 
constants at 75.486

MI{z and 300 K for benzvl cvanide-g-t3c and its derivatives.

Parame ter

ô(cN)

6(cH2)

ôct

ôcz

Á^

¡^
4

Lr r. 13.,
"a"d r vJ

) 11--l (cr, -"c)

3rr" 13",
"."2 r v./

4 _,^ 13^,
J \u3, u)

s 1?- I (C 
tr, 

*"C)

Compound

6-diH 2 ,6-dicl 2,6-d1F

1r5 .7 6f

L0.239

L07.464

160. 851

r7r.478

].30 .263

59.3

(-) 4 .4!

(+)2.26

(-) 0. 87

(+) 0 .9s

116.544

23 .437

130. 578

L27 .887

129. 103

r27 .863

58.33

(-)3.s2

(+)3.s1

(-) o. 17

(+) 0. s0

h

rr7.86-

22.840

130. 802

128 .000

L29.082

127. 830

(-)3.s3

(+) 3.4s

(-) 0. 1e

(+) 0. s1

119 .06c

23.33s

r32.261

128 .908

129. 831

L28.528

57 .0

/-\ ? Áç

(+) 3.31

(-)0.2e

(+) 0. sB

ñ
114.99-

l.9.268

r27.532

r35.262

L28.r45

129.735

s8.9

(-) 4 .82

(+)2.27

(-) 1 .02

r'+\ 1 nÂ

116 . 33e

20. 08

L28.73

L36.26

t29.67

131.63

58.2

(-) 4 .83

(+)2.28

-1 .03s

+1. 109

tFot , 5 moi.7" solution in CS, solution containíng ca 30 vo! Z oÍ CUDrr.

bFo, rr, 11 uoIZ solution in benzen"-d6.

"For " 3.0 nolZ solution ln acetone-d-.

d3.0 nolZ in benzen"-d6.

e7 .L mol7" in aceton"-d6.
f5.o nolz ln benzen"-d6. The couplíngs in Hz to 19F 

"r" 
tJia,r¡ 

=

-250.0q, 
2.ricr,r) = 19.29, 3XcH2,F) = t4 .4r, 3l (c2,F) = 6.90, 2.r{ar,r¡

+ 4l{cr,F) = 25.oz,3l(c4,F) = ro.r2, 4.1(13c*,r) = +1.01 Hz.
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gTh""" signs are assurned also for those given in other columns and agree

with theoretical calculations.
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Table 9

1, ,*r spectral paraneters for a 2.8 molZ solution of

2,6-dichlorobenzyl cyanide-8-l3c in benzene-d..

13

v (CHr)

u (Hs)

v (Ho)

2l(cHz,t'a)

5.1{13c,ttr)

6.t{13c,uo)

5-,^,, rr \J(un2,H3/

6_.^__
J (Ufll ,lt/ )L+

9s2.e7 2 (2)

2005. 82s (2)

1900. s4r(2)

-11 . 114 (3 )

çHrCN
Cl:z^=Cl

3.1{H'Ho) 9.135(2)

+0.331(3) calc . transitior," (ltt) 96

-0.718(5) assigned transiÈions 77

+0.337(2) largest difference 0.029

-0.334(3) rms deviatíon 0.009
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Table 10

lH 
"rrd 

19F 
"p".tral 

par¡meters for a 3.0 nolZ solution fn

benzene-d U of 2,6-dífluorobenzylcy"nid"-8-13C.

13
cH2cN

F

v (cH2) 848.112 (2)

u(Fz) L3753.67g(r) 3;{rr,ur) 8.928(1)

,(H¡) 1898.320(1) 4-r{rr,Ho) 6.519(1)

(H4) 19s3.362(1) s.r{rrur) -r.362(2)
I 1? ?'J(CH2'^-C) -fl.027 (4) -J(H3,H4) 8.475(1)

4 - '- 13-' tt.o45(2) 4rr*-.r-l 1.065(2)-l(Í2,--c) tl.045(2) e\,¡3,À¡5l
q 1? L'J(H3,--C) +0.329(2) -J(F2,F6) 4.373(2)
Á 1?"J(H,,-"C) -0.656(2) calculared rransíríons 640

1 10('H and -'F)

-¡(Fz,cH2) -1.045(2) assígned transitions 383

5,r,, ^r' \-¡(H:,CH2) +0.328(t) rms deviation 0.012

6.rr" -clr ) -0.390(2) largesr difference 0.0339 \LL4,vLL2l
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Table 11

h .rrr parameters for a

in benzen"-d6.

't?
7 .0 moIT solution of benzvl cvanide-8-"C

v (cH2)

u(Hz)

u(H¡)

, (H¿)

2 
a {rrr, t'a)

4 - .__ 13^.J(ri2, c)

5 -, ,u 13",t t "3 ' 
v )

.i 1?-¡ (H¿, --C)

4 r (Hz,cl2)
Srru ¡u \u \¡¡3rv¡¡2l

6¡ (H+ ,clz)

82s .339 (2)

20s7 .339 (2)

2093.ss0(2)

2088. e29 (3)

(-) 10. s80 (4)

(-)0.47e(3)

(+)0.230(4)

(-) 0. 364 (4)

(-) 0. 7 40 (2)

(+)0.302(2)

(-)0.s85(3)

3.1{H, 
, H, )

3.r (Hr,tro)

4-l 
{tt, , Hu )

4l {ur,no)
4.t 

{H, , H, )

5.1 
{tt, ,tr, )

calc. transÍtiorlr(lU)

assigned transitíons

largest difference

rus deviation

7.762(2)

7 ¿OO /?\, . - t J \J J

2.042(3)

1.213(3)

r .449 (3)

0.s94(2)

620

458

0.049

0. 019
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Table 12

13c orr chemícal shifts 
"r,d 

13c,13c

slmuretrically substítuted anisoles.

coupling constants f or so¡ne

HA
h

6-cu^-.J

63.75

160.01

115 .21

130.18

T2L.T2

(-)2.le

(+) 3 .90

(+) 0.49

<0.05

4-ocH3c

58.81

r54.77

115.38

115.38

r54.77

(-)2.3e

(+)3.97

(+) 0.41

(+) 0 .06s

4-CH3d 4-OCHE

56.06

165. 53

L15.13

r32,47

131.20

(-)2.3e

(+) 4.19

(+)0.s2

<0.03

o 1o13cHr)

6 (c1)

6(c2)

ô (ca)

6 (c4)

2.1{13c, cr)
? 1?-J(--C,C2)

4-l 
{13c, cr)

5.r{13c,co)

55.32

160. 69

714.67

r30.22

r2r.25

(-)2.32

(+) 4.12

(+) 0. s4

<0.02

55.37

r58 .62

LL4 .47

130. 58

130. 14

(-) 2.38

(+) 4 .05

(+)0.49

<0 .03

a3 no1 7" ín acetone-d'.

b1.8 nolz in aceËon"-d6.

ca.0 no1 Z in acetone-d..

d1.5 ro1 7. ln acetone-d..

e1.5 nol 5 1n acetone-d'.

1.l1co,cß) = 39.0 Hz.

6.1ço13g,os)<o.o5Hz.

6.i(o13c,cH^) < o.o3 Hz.
--J

6.1(o13c,oc') < o.o5 Hz.
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Table 12...cont?d...

ç
2,6-diF-

62.r7

L37 .44

]-56.92

113.17

t24.09

2 ,6-diBrB

60.72

154. 81

118.6

133. 59

I27.46

6L.04

L52.16

118.68

r20.72

1s9.08

(-) 3. 62

(+) 1.60

(-) o. 87

(+) 1.02

60.80

]-52.72

118.11

L34.07

138 .03

(-)3.63

(+) 1.61

(-) 0. 8e

(+) 1.01

6L.L7

158. 82

118.83

134.63

r29,55

(-)3.s6

(+) 1.61

(-) 0.8s

(+)0.92

6-di¡r-4-rh 2 6-diBr-4-CH
{'n' 2,6-dfBr-4-o-c-oc^H-J

(-) 3.00

(+) 1.70

(-) o. 62

(+) 0.69

(-) 3.60

(+) 1.62

(-) 0.87

(+) 0.94

fl.7 ro1 Z in acetone-d.. The couplings Ëo fluorine are LlQZ,rr) 
=

-246.74, 
2rGz,F2) + 4.1{crru) = 22.78, 2¡Gt,F) = L4.Lr, 3.r(c¿,F) 

=

g.45, or(t'a,F) = 3.23.
gtO.O nol% in acetone-d6.

h2.3 ro1 Z in acetone-d.. The couplings to fluorine are 1r{a.r¡ 
=

-24g.25, 
2.1{crt¡ = 25.67, 3.t{crr) = 10. 96, 4J (cl,F) = 3.86 r'd 6J(13c,r)

= 1.48.

12. o ro1 Z in acerone-du. 6.1(OcH¡ ,gH¡) = (-) 0.35.
j4 .0 nol 7. ín acetone-du . 6.1(0cH3 ,g=0) = (+) o .42.
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lable L2...contrd...

L
2,6-dtc]-'-

t"-

L53.2L

L29.96

130. 14

L26.L2

(-)3.s7

(+) 1.58

(-) 0.86

(+) 0. 92

1-

^2.0 mol

I

4. O mOI

-247 .16,

= 1.46 .

x0- ^). J INOI

n^J. ) mor

2 ,6-dicl-4-Fl

61.11

150.21

130.49

]-T7.L6

1s8. 62

(-) 3.60

(+) 1. s3

(-) o .86

(+) 1.00

3,5 ,6-tetraClE

6r.24

155 .50

128.09

L32.63

L27 .22

(-) 3. se

(+) 1.5s

(-) 1 .02

(+) 0.92

3,5-dicln

56.36

162.02

rr4.04

L35.97

Lzr.20

(-)2.36

(+) 4 .26

(+) 0.62

< 0.03

7" ín acetone-d..

Z in acetone-d..
2.1(cr,F) = 26.oB,

in aceËon"-d6.

in aceton"-d6.

The couplings to

-J (C^ ,F) = 12.I9 ,
¿

fluorine .r" lJ(co,F) 
=

4-l(cr,F) = 4.0g, 6.1(13c,r)

v

ot
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Tab1e 12...contrd...

4-Fo

55.62

157 .00

115. 78

116 .43

157 .98

2.37

4.06

0.4s

<0.05

o1O nolZ in acetone-d. solutfon. The

= 235.92,2tßz,F) = 23.2L, 3.r{cr,r¡

6.t(13.,t) = 0.108 (t).

couplíngs to fluorine are -J(C¿'F)

/,

= 8.05, -J (C., ,F) = 1.97 and
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Table L3

1? 11 1?^-C nmr chemical shifts and ^-Cr*-C coupling constants

for some ortho substltuted anÍsoles.

Bra

56.38

156.83

1r1. 95

133.88

L22.5t

L29.s8

113.17

(-) 2 .0s

(+)3.26

(+) 0.28

< 0.05

(+) 0. ss

(+) 4 .94

ocH.c-b.t

o13c

ôct

6cz

ôc
Ĵ

4

ðc-)
6C.

o

2t

3.t

4,

tJ

4t

3¡

56.34

L48.70

L53.24

LL6.57

L27.60

L25 .40

114.58

(-) 2.Le

(+)2.76

(+) 0.23

-0.08 r 0.02

(+)0.42

(+)4.74

L50.44

r50 .44

rr2.94

rzL.52

r2r.52

LL2.94

(-) 2.33

(+) 2 .52

(+) 0.17

(+) 0.175

(+) 0. 38

(+) 4 .77

46.4 
moJ.7" in acetonde-dr.

b3 nolZ in aceton"-d6. The

2-i(cr,F) = 10.49, 2.r{cr,r¡

4.1(cs,F) = 3.97, 4r{tttr,r)

cnolZ in aceton.-d6.

couplings to fluorine are -J(C,,F) = 243.98,
??

= 18.04,'l(C+,F) = 6.83, -J(c6,F) = 1.87,

< 0.03.
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Table l-4

11 13 13*"C nmr chemical shifts and --C'--C couplÍng

ortho disubstituted N-methvlanilines.

constants for some

parameter

6 inl3cttr)

ô (c1)

o (cz)

o (c:)

ô(c4)

2-l q13c, cr)
3.r{13c,cr)

4.1 
113c , c, )

5.1{ 13c 
, co )

30 .43

150.99

tL2.73

t29.68

116.86

<1.0

(+) 3 .48

(+) 0.48

<0.05

Hb

30.37

r49 .7 4

Lrz.66

L29 .4r

117.36

(-)0.47

(+) 3 .40

(+) 0. 46

<0.03

30.45

r49.26

l_53. 87

r29.29

Lt7 .17

(-) 0.e

(+) 1. 87

+0.20

(+) 0.27

33.29

r49.22

rr2.36

LL2.26

LL7.35

< 1.0

(+) 3.37

(+) 0 .46

<0.05

HA -d.THC

43.0 nolZ in aceton"-d6. C, resonance is broad due to coupling to

quadrupolrt 14N nucleus.

b5 nolz in cuDr. The couplings.o 15N 
"r" 

lJ(9H¡,ttr) = g.g7,

1-r(cr,tt") = L3.25,2¡Gz,tt*) = 2.54, 3¡(c3,tt") = 1.36,4J{co,

0.33 .

c7.O moI7.1n CS,/DUDI2, Cl resonance is broad.

d5.0 nolZ in aceton"-d6. C, resonance is broad. The couplings to

fruorÍne .t" lJ (c2Fz) =-239.30, 2.1(a¡,r¡) * 4.1{cr,rr) = 23.Az, 2.r1cr,r¡

L3.6,3rGz,ru) = 8.38, 3¡(c¿,F) = g.46,4;(n13c,F) = q.4L.

'-N) =
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Tab1e 15

13c ort chemical

phenyl selenides and

shffts "od 
13c,13c

phenyl tellurfdes.

coupling constants for so¡ne

parameter

o(13c)

o(cp)

ô (cl)

o (cz)

ô (c3)

ô (c4)

1-l 
{13c, cu)

2.1113c, cr)
3¡ 

ç13c, cr)
4.1{13c,cr)

5.1{13c, c*)

43.5 nolz
b3.8 u,olz

c13.0 nolz
d5.o nolz

u
SeCH^*

t\
SeCH^ CH^ "

2I.2L

L5.73

131.17

L32.89

L29.34

L27.33

35.79

(-)1.so

(+)r.62

(-) o. 114

(+) 0. 38

TeCH.c TeCH^CH^

0.1

L7 .48

LL2.T6

139. 78

r29.30

L27 .58

36.0

(-) 1.11

(+) 1.06

<0.1

(+) 0. 37

l_5.01

I32.82

L30.74

L29,85

L26.69

(-)I.s1

(+) 2.t7

(+) 0 .080

(+)0.27

Ín aceton"-d6.

Ín aceton"-d6.

in C-D-.bb

in CUD'. Shifts

-r7.r4

rr2.95

136.92

r29.26

L27.t4

(-) 1.10

(+)1.41

<0.05

(+)0.31

are relative to TlfS from ínternal CUDU.
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Table 16

1tt

-13c i'

spectral parameters for

acetone-d, at 300K.

v(cH3) 77L.454

2396.s68(2)

22sL.469 (1)

228r.330 ( 2)

L27 35Ba

7.8s8(2)

7.449(2)

r. 914 (3 )

L.27s (2)

4-r 
{H, , H, )

5.1iH,,Hr)

4¡ 
113c , tt, )

q 1?"J (--c,H3)

6.1 
{ 
13c 

, iro )

1.332 (3)

0.617(1)

< 0 .05b

!0.220

.0 . O3b

1,32

115

0 .023

0. 009

u (Hz)

v (Hr)

u (H¿,)

1¡ 
( 
13c ,lt)

3.t {ttr,ttr)
3.r 

{H, , tto )

4.1{ttr,Hr)

4 r {nr,uo)

transitions calculaÈed

transitions assÍgned

largest difference

rns error

aNot i.ncluded in
bE"tirat"d fron

(ring proton)

the iterative analysís.

linewídths.

a 5.2 molZ solution of acetophenone-q
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Table 17

IH o:lr spectral paraneters for a 5.0 molZ solutíon of

2r6-dÍchloroacetophenone<-13c ra 300K.

v (CHr)

v (Hr)

v (Ho)

l.t(13c,")

3-t 
{tt, , tto )

5.t{13c,Hr)

6.t{13c,ro)

763.84

224s. s96 (3)

2239. s93 (4)

12g. ga

8.L62(4)

0.131(s)b

-0.136(7)b

6.r{cHr,ttr)

7.1{ctr, 
,tto)

lo .o2g G)c

+0.053(s)c

l3cHr-g--o

cl

transitions calculated 96

transÍtions assi,gned 77

largest difference 0.

rms error 0.

liot included in the iterative analysis.
h-Slgn determined fron double resonance experiments.
cRelative signs of 6.1(cH3,H3) 

"rrd 
7J(cH3,H4) derermÍned fron compurer

sÍnulation of ring proton spectrum.

043

014
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Table 18

13c orr chemical

acetophenorr"-o-r3c 
"od

shifts rrrd 13c,13c 
"o,rp1ír,g

2, 6-dí chloroac etophenone-q,-

constants for
13c i' acetone-du.

c1bHA

o (13c)

6 (C=0)

ô (cl)

o (cz)

ð (ca)

ô (c4)

t, (t'a, c=o)

2.1{ 13c 
, cr)

3.ti13c,ar)

4.1¡13c, cr)
5.r{13c,co)

47.7 
moL7" in aceton"-d6.

b5.0 nolZ in aceton"-d6.

26.63

t97 .816

138 . 17s )

L28.94I

t29.352

133. 669

42.8r

13.92

0.54

<0.1

o.23

3L.L37

199.480

1_40.891

130. 435

r29.L99

r3r.946

43.77

12.93

o.r7

+0.27

+0.13
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Table 19

Long range coupling frorn the ring protons to the methoxy carbon-l3

nucleus ín 2,6-dinethylanisole.

s.1{ocur,Hr) = e.263(7) c}

6.1{ocHr,rio) = 0 .622(4)

Methyl protons decoupled during spectrum acquísition.

CHt
I
o

CH3-.7ft,,,¿CH3
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Table 20

Long range coupling from the ring

nucleus in 1r2r3-trinethoxy benzene.

to the z-r"tho*y f3c

/o
CHt

protons

5.r {c.,ttr)
6.1{c.,tto)

6-l {co,ttr)
5.t 

{co,no)
6.rico,ttr)

(+)0.23e(4)

(-) 0 .601

4¡(cu,,H5) < o.05

5¡(cu,,H4) < o.05

6;(c¡,,H3) < o.05
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Figure 7

'r1
A Part of Ëhe proton coupled -"C nmr spectrun for the ortho carbon in

3, 5-dichlorothioanisole-13C .

B While decoupling the nethyl protons for the positive spín state of

the nethyt 13C nucleus; .olthg carbon peaks collapse for positive

spin states of the nethyt 13c nucleus.

C hrhile decoupling the nethyl protons for the negatÍve spín state of

the nethyt 13c nucleus; ortho carbon peaks collapse for negative
1"

spin state of the nethyl t-C nucleus.

The observatlons are consístent wlth a positive 3.t(s13c, C").
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Figure 8

A Part of the proton coupled 13C o.mt spectrun of the meta carbons Ín

2, 6-dichlorothioani"ol"-13C .

B l{hile decoupling the high frequency half of the rnethyl proton

doublet due to 1r(s13a,H); low frequency halves of meta carbon

doublets, due to 4J(s13c,c3), sharpen (collapse).

C l{hile decoupling the low frequency half of the neÈhyl proton

doublet due to tt(tt3a,r); high frequency halves of the meÊa carbon

doublets, due to 4Jçs13c,cr) sharpen (collapse).

The results are consistent Lrith a negatív" 4¡(s13c,c3).
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Figure 9

The proton decoupl"d l3C nmr spectra of the para rnethyl carbon ín

A) 2, 6-díbromo-4-nethylanÍsole

B) 4-methyanisole

C) 4-nethylthioanisole.
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Flgure 10

1?A The proton decoupled --C nmr spectrum of C, (outer doublet) and C,-t¿¿

(inner doublet) of 1,4-dlnethoxybenzene-l3C (t-rethoxy carbon is
1?--C enriched).

,' 
t,l 

.t ,),' .)a ttLl,-'.:

1?B The proton decoupled -"C nmr spectrum of C^ and C^ of'¿5
'tQ

1 ,4-dinethoxyb enz ene-'-C .



N

=
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Figure 11-

A Part of the 13c nmr spectrum of the 2-methoxy carbon in

1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene. There is no observed coupling to the

1,3-methoxy protons.

B Part of the 13a or. spectrum of the I and 3 methoxy carbons in

lr2r3-trímethoxybenzene. Note that there is no observed couplíng

to the ring or 2-nethoxy protons.

C Part of the 13a ort spectruu of the methoxy carbon for

2,6-díneÈhylanisole with decoupling of the ortho nethyl Protons.



Ël

d¡
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Figure 12

A ïhe proton decoupl"a 13C nmr spectrum of C, and C, tn

1,2-dínethoxybenzerr" 13C enriched at both methoxy carbons.

B The proton decoupled 13c ,ttt spectrum of CO and C, fn doubly

enriched 1, 2-dirnethoxybenzene.

C The proton decoupled 13C ,*t spectrum of C, and CU in doubly

enrÍched 1,2-dinethoxy benzene.
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Figure 13

The C' C, and CO portions of the proton decoupl"a 13c nmr spectrun

of 2,6-dtfluoro-N-methylanilirr.-13C fn aceton"-d6. Splittings are due

to the ortho fluorine-l9 nuclei and the t"thyl-l3C nucleus.
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Figure 14

A Half of th" 13C nmr spectrum of C, tn 2,6-dichlorobenzyl

cyanide-8-13c.

B lrrhile decoupllng the low frequency multíplet of the methylene

protons (assigned to the positive spin stat" of 13Cn, since 2l{C]F'r,

t'a,,i) = -11 .L Hz). The uultipreÈs of C, at low frequency collapse.

Hence 4.1¡13cH, cr) has rhe same sign as 2r{cur, t'a*).



B
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Figure 15

The ring proton region of the h ort spectrum of

benzyl-cyanÍd"-8-13c .



O
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Figure 16

A The proton decouplud 13C nmr spectrum of the para carbon fn nethyl

phenyl s"1"níd"-13c.

B The proton decoupl"d l3C nmr spectrum of the para carbon ín meth1,1

phenyl telluride-l3c.
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Figure 17a

The proton decoupl"d 13C nmr spectra of the re carbon in

a) acetophenorr"-o-t3a

b ) 2 , 6-di chloroacet oph enone-o-l3c .



ÌI
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Ffgure 17b

The trso halves of the proton coupled 13C ,,rr spectrun of the ry carbon

tn 2r6-difluoroacetophenone are shown in A and B.

The two hal-ves of the proton coupled 13C ort spectrun of the ry carbon

ln 2r6-difluoroacetopherrorr"-o-13C are shown in C and D.

Conparison of A and B wíth C and D suggests that there is no splittíng

or broadening of the para carbon peaks due to coupling to the o 13C

nucleus.

Inability to completely decouple the ring protons made it necessary to

run a proËon coupled 13c 
"p""t.rr*.
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Fígure 18

A The proton coupled 13C ,rrr spectrun of the para carbon of

2, 6-díchloroacetoph"rron"-o-13C .

B tt," 13c nmr spectrum of the para carbon of

2,6-dichloroacetophenone-o-13C rhil" decoupling the uethyl protons

for the positfve spÍn state of the o 13C. The high field half of

the unresolved doublet due to 5¡(Co, C4) collapses. 5.t(Cd, C4) is

therefore negatíve.



A
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Figure 19

A Part of the 13C nnr spectrum of the para nethyl carbon in

2 ,6-d íbrono-4-methylani sole-l3C .

B With decouplíng of the nethoxy protons for positive spin staËe (low

field) of the nethyl 13C r,.r"1"r". The high field halves of the

doublets due to 6.t(013C, 
9H¡) sharpen. This inplíes a negative

6¡(013c, 9H?).

C L7ith decoupling of the methoxy protons for negatíve spin state of
13c (t,tgt field half). The 1ow field halves of the doublers due ro
6r(013a, 9H¡) sharpen. This confÍrms thar 6J(013c, cH:) ís

negative.



l-
--€-<+___ o
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D. DISCUSSION
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1. Thioanisoles

a) The confornational dependences of long-range coupling

constants betveen the ring and uethyf 13C nuclei.

í) 5.t(s13c, c4)

The INDO MO FPT couputations (see table 2L) can be enpirically fit

to the equatíon

5.1(s13c , ct) = 0.05(2) + r,67 (4) "ir,2e (87)

The INDO IIO FPT formulatíon usually gives the correct qualítatíve 0

dependence for long-range coupling constants between sidechaín nuclei

and nuclei in Èhe ortho, ueta and para positions Ín the benzene ring.

Quantitative reproduction of the magnitudes of these coupling constants

is not expeeted because of the parameterízation of this serniernpirical

method and because the geonetry assumed in the computations may be

different from the true geometry. Hence, INDO l"1O FPT coroputatlons

support ã o-r mechanisu for 5J(S13C, C4), although the magnitude of 5.lr'

may well be wrong.

Schaefer and co-wotk"t"68 have given evidence that in

2-hydroxybenzenethiol a stereospecific hydrogen bond between the

hydroxyl hydrogen and the 3p orbital of the sulfur substÍÈuent twists

the S-H bond lnto a plane orthogonal to the benzene ring, as depicted in

9-.

H
I

O-H.,¡r.âF
L
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Table 21

Coefficients for the deconposíÈion of INDO-MO-FPT 
nJ values lnÈo

J(0) = Jo + J;;1T 
"ir,2e 

* tTAO 
"ir,2o 

/2 f.or spin-spin couplings between

Ëhe side-chaín carbon-l3 nucleus and the ríng carbon-l3 nuclei in

thioanisole, anisole and benzylcyanlde.

Thioanisole

Anisole

N-nethvlanilÍne

Benzyl cyanide

Acetophenone

3., 
( sl3c ,

4¡ 
( s13c ,

5 1?-J ( S-"C ,

3, (013c,

4.1(013c 
,

( 1?-J (0*-c,

3.1(ro13c,

3.1( 13c¡, 
,

4, 
( 
13c* 

,

5.1 
( 
13c¡, 

,

3r (t3.,
4, (13.,

t, (t'.,

10-11
'90

-0.63 (s) a

-L .46 (2)

1.67(1)

-0.73 (4)

-1.46 (1)

1. s4 (o)

-0.s1(10)

-1.63 (s)

L.67 (7)

-1 .04 ( 6)

-2.r9 (2)

2.30(1)

-0.38(8)

-0.27 (s)

0.25(3)

flro

0.s0(s)

o.r7 (2)

t.47 (4)

0.36 (1)

1.41(10)

0.43 ( s)

2.s4(6)

0.s1(2)

Jo

2 .2s (4)

-0.32(2)

o.os(o)

L.e2(3)

-0.ls (r)

0.00 (0)

2.04(7)

-0.16 (4)

o.o3(4)

3.07 (s)

-0.32 (1)

0.l_B (0)

3.23(6)

0.01(4)

0.74(2)

cz)

cs)

c r,)

'z)
t¡)

c+)

cz)

4.1 (u13c , c3 )

5¡(n13. , c4)

cz)

c¡)

c¿)

cz)

cs)

c¿)

-L.42(7 )

-0.s8(s)

l.Iunbers in parentheses are standard devíations ln

figure after performing a nonlinear regression for

to 180o. The angle 0 for each molecule is defined

the last signifícant

7 points from 0 = 0

in the text.
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Based on the absence of any through-sPace couPlíng between the

methyl protons and HU, Schaefer et a1.69 ",rgg""ted 
that the S-C bond in

2-hydroxythioanisole is also orthogonal to the plane of the benzene

ring. An analysis of the ltt nmr sPectrum of 2-hydroxythloanlsolt-13C

(see rabl-e 6) has 6.t(s13c, H4) as -0.563(2) Hz. This 1s near the value

of -0.541(5) Hz observed by Balejt70 fot 2,$-dibronothíoanísole, fn

which the S-C bond must be nearly perpendicular to the rÍng plane '

schaefer and Balej"7l h".r" assumed . urro value of -0.s6(2) Hz, for

thioanisole derivatíves, exactly that rePorted here for

2-hydroxythioanisot"-13C. Therefore it 1s reasonable to assune that

2-hydroxythioanlsole has the s-co bond perpendicular to the phenyl ring'

One may then write equation (88).

6.1 
( s13c , H4 ) '0.563 (2) <=Ír,2g, ( 8a¡

Assurning that 5J(s13c , c4)

theoret j.ca1 comPutat ions'

5¡(s13c, cA) = e.91(1) . =in20t

Analysís of the Proton decorrpl"d 13C

(2-hydroxyphenyl) -sul-f ide-l3c, "rrtiched 
at

equatlon (90).

a sín'O law, as PredÍcted

(tab1e 5) equation (89).

(8e)

nmr spectrum of ethYl-

the nethylene Position Yields

also follows

one may write

= 0.86 < slr,2ot

by

5¡(s13c, c4) (eo)
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This suggests a very small reduction of ttr' O, an alkyl grouP in the

positlon. Evidence for a slnflar reduction tr, 6.lrO(C, F4) has been

observed for alkyl-(2,6-díbroroo-4-fluorophenyl) ethersT2 and

4-fluorophenyl alkyl ""t"t"73.

ií) 4.t (s13c, a3)

INDO MO EPT conputations suggest that 4J(S13c, C3) has a negative

o-r component, a posltlve o component and a negatíve angle independent

teru (see table 21). For 2n-fo1d barriers to internal rotation'

<sín2o/2> 1s 0.5 and 4¡(s13c, a3) can be written as equatíon (91).

4.r 
( s13c, c3) o{;".sin2o, * o.s a.r[ro + oro (e 1)

Then, for synmetrícally substituted anísol"", 4J(s13c, Ca) is a linear

function of .sin2e> with a slope or a.lonot and an:.n."t""ia or 4-lo +

L n 5 110.5 {_eo. slnce 5.1(s13c , c4) is proporËional to .sin2g r, 4J (s13c, c3)

should be a linear functíon of 5.1(s13c , c4). rn figure 20, 4.1(s13a, c3)

is plotted against 5¡(s13c , Ct). A línear regression analysís for these

points ytelds a slope of -1.76 and an intercept of 0.65 wíth a

correlation coeffícient, r, of -0.991.

Consíderfng the possíbility of large substituent perturbations on

the coupllng mechanisn, the fft is rather good. The three poÍnts for

the ethyl- sulffdes (table 4), are also lncluded in the regression.

If equation (89) fs used to describe the dependenc" of 5J(s13c, Ct)

or, ."io20> then equatíon (91) nay be renrrítten as equation (92¡.

4.1(s13c, c3) r -1.60.sÍrr2ot + 0.65 (sz¡
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Figure 20

t, 1? q 't?
A plot of *J(St'C, C3) versus 'J(S--C, C4) for some sytmetrically

substituted thioanisoles. The Points are taken frora table 2.
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Equatfon (92) fs in agreement r¡ith INDO MO FPT comPutaËions in that

both have a negative o-îT component. At this point the contributions of

l'¡tt"tir. or "JO to the inÈercept in (92) cannot be dedueed.

iit) 3¡(s13c, cr)

The rNDO lfo Fpr "orp,ri"tions 
of 3.1(s13c , cz) suggest that an

equatlon analogous to (91) can be written, equation (93) '

3¡(s13c,cz) = 3-l!oi"ir,2ot + o.s3-lrro +'ro (93)

? 1? 5 1?
A plot of JJ(St'C, CZ) against 'J(S"C, Cq) shoul-d be a straight line.

such a plot is shown in figure 21. The Èhree points for the ethyl

phenyl sulfide derivatives define a line parallel to that for the

thioanisoles. These three points fit equation (94).

. 5¡ (s13c, c4) + 3.32 0+1

The nine poÍnts for the thíoanisole derívatives can be fit by equatíon

(95), with r = -0.994. The PoÍnt

3.r(s13c, cz) = -l.g+ 5¡(s13c, c4) + 3.61 (es)

fox Zr$-difluorothioanlsole deviaÈes conslderably from the best line

through the polnts and Ís not fncluded 1n the lfnear regressfon.

usrng equarions (89) and (90) to relate 5.r(s13c , ca) to <sin2o> for

rhe thíoanl-sole and ethyl phenyl sul-fides ylelds equatÍons (90¡ and (97)

respectivelY.
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Figure 21
q r? 5 13

A plot of 'J(S-"C, C2) versus "J(S-"C, a4) for soue symetrÍcally

substiÈuted thioanisoles. The points rsere taken from table 2.
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3¡(s13c, c2) = -2.68."tr,20, + 3.61

3.r(s13c , c2) = -2.59 ."ir,2 or + 3.32

(eo¡

(e7 )

Equatlons (90) and (97) are in qual-Ítative agreement wÍth INDQ M0 FPT

calculatíons which predict a negative slope and a large positíve

intercept. Equations (90¡ and (97) are also consistent with a Karplus

relationship.

b) Barriers to fnternal rotation in some syûmetrically

substituted thioanisoles .

i) The use of 5.1(s13c , c4) to determine barriers in

synmetr:ically substituted thioanisoles

Equations (89) and (90) may be used to relate 5¡(s13a, Ct) to

<sin'g>. For symnetrically substítuted thioanisoles the barriers to

internal rotation are predouinantly twofold and, as described in the

lntroduction, <sín2e, 
""r, 

be related to the twofold barrier, YZ. Table

,
22 gives <sin'0> and V, values for a number of syurnetrically substituted

thioanisoles and ethyl phenyl sulfides. These values are deduced on the

assumptfon of no intrinslc ring-substituent effect on the coupling
5 1?

mechanism for -J(S--C, C4). In section 2a) of this thesis it is shown

that, for anisoles, such an effect ls rather snall.

Examínatfon of table 22 reveals a trend of decreasing barrier

height with increasing electron donatlng ability of the g

substltuent. Electron releasing groups in the IË Posítion will

decrease delocalizatÍon of electrons through the Cr-S bond, reducing the

bond order and reducing the barrier to rotation about that bond.
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Table 22

values of 5.1(s13c, c4)", ."io2g> and Y, for sone s)rumetrically

substituted thioanísoles.

5.t(s13c, c4) . 2^<sl-n H >Substituent

H

..bfl

2,6-dlr

2,6-díCr

3,5-dic1

4-Br

4-CL

4-t-Bu

A-CH3

4-F

4-0cH3

g_ffi¡

4-CH3-ß-CH3

4-0CHr-ø -CH,

a-.-Taken fron Table 2.
h-In CS, solution, all other measurements in aceton"-d6.

0.20 (1)

o.22(r)

0. 63 (1)

0.77 (1)

0.11(1)

0.21(1)

0.26(r)

0.28(1)

0. 3r (r)

0. 33 (1)

0.41(1)

0.34(1)

0. 43 (1)

0.s4(1)

0.22(L)

0.24 (1)

0. 6e (1)

0.85(1)

0.12 (1)

0.23 (1)

0. 2e (1)

0. 31 (1)

0.34(1)

0.36(1)

o .4s (1)

o. 3e (1)

o.4e (1)

0. se (1)

V, (kJ/uro1)

6. e(s)

6.2(4)

_4 .5 (4)

-1r. s (8)

14.s(1.0)

6 .s (4)

4.7 (3)

4.2(2)

3.3 (3)

, o/?\
-. ¿ \r l

1.1(2)

2.5 (2)

0.2(2)

-2.0 (3)
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Nonbonded (stertc) fnteractions between the ortho chlorine or

fluorÍne substituents and the rnethyl C-H bonds force the methylmercapto

group Ëo adopt a perpendicular conformation in the ground Etate.

Negative V, values reflect this preference.

The ethyl phenyl sulfides display lower rotational barriers than

the corresponding thioanisoles. This is due to steric interactions

between the larger ethyl groups and the ortho C-H bonds, destabilizing

the planar ground state. In fact, for 4-methoxyphenyl-ethyl-sulfide the

perpendicular forra is of lowest energy.

The ST0-3G MO calculations of Ba1ejt70 indi""t" (see figure 1) a

predomínantly twofold barrier of 6.2 kJ/mo1 for thioanisole, somewhat

lower than the value of 6.9 t 0.5 kJ/nol reported here. A twofold

barrj-er of 5.4 t 0.5 kJ/uol was obtained fron long-rang" 13a,1,

couplings by Schaefer and nale¡a7l. An angle, <g> , of 23 t 5o has been

deduced fron dipole moment and induced birefringence daÈa ín CClo

-,
solution'-. Thís corresponds to a twofold barrier of 7.7 ! 1.5 kJ/rnol.

Electron diffraction patterns in the gas phase can be fit by a 0 value

of. 45 J 10o'', suggesting a negligible twofold barrier.

The long-range couplings between the rnethyl carbon-13 nucleus and

the ring carbon-I3 nuclei for thíoanisole are consistent with a slightly

lower barrier to internal rotatíon in CS, solution relative to that in

acetone-d. solution. The barrier height ln CS, solution, derived from
q t?-J(S'-c, C,r) is 6.2 ! 0.4 kJ/nol. The change in rotatíonal barrier in

going fron highly polar (acetone) solvent to non-poIar (CSr) solvent is

Just beyond the uncertaÍnty Ín the experimental measurements.

Long-rang" 13c,h 
"rrd 

t3a,t9, coupling constants 1n

4-nethvlthfoanfsole and 4-fluorothioanisoleTl yietd barriers of 3.3 t
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0.3 and 3.8 t 0.4 kJ/nol, respectively. These are ln reasonable

agreeDent r¡ith the Present results. The mlcrowave barrier for

4-fluorothioanÍsole in the gas phase, based on relative fntensltiesT6'

ls 3.0 t 1.0 kJ/nol, also in good agreement with the Present work.

sT0-3G MO computatíons yield barriers of 4.9 and 4.6 kJ/nol for

4-rnethylthioanisole and 4-fluorothioanfsole resPectít"1y71.

The presence of tÌ.¡o meta chlorine subsÈituents increases the

barrier substantially, from 6.9 t 0.5 kJ/nol to L2.5 t 1.0 kJ/nol' Such

an increase in barrier height has been confirmed by long-range couPlings

to the pEE proton in 3,S-dichlorothioPh""oll2 t"d

3 ,5-dichloro th ioan í"ol 
"13 

.

ii) use of 3.1(r13c , cz) aod 4J(s13c, c3)

rf, for some reason, the 13C r*t spectrum of the pg¡g carbon of a

thioanisole derivative cannot be observed, ít is useful to relate
? 11. L 11
'J(St'C, CZ) or *J(St'C, a3) to the barrier to internal rotation.

ô

Equaríons (g2), (96) and (97) may be used to obtain <sin'O>, whích may

Èhen be used to deduce the twofold barrier'

The rotational barríers in 4-nitrothioanisole and 4-aminothÍo-

anísole are of partícular interest because Ëhey represent the tvro

extrenes in substiÈuent n electron withdrawÍng and donating abl1ity.

unfortunately, in both molecules, relaxation of the quadrrrpoltt 14N

nuclel results in broad peaks for the directly bonded ¡g carbon

nuclei, precluding observation of any small splittings. The meta and

ortho carbon nuclei are not as strongLy coupled to the 14N ,,.'"I"us and

therefore yield sharper resonances.
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Table 23 shows the long-range coupling constants,

values for 4-antnothioanlsol-e and 4-nitrothioanisole.

peak for 4-aminothioanísole is broad and no sPlltting

7
<sín-o> and V,

The meta carbon

to the nethyl

carbon nucleus is observed.
)

The <sin'0> values and corresponding barrier heíghts clearly shou

strong sËabillzation and destabílization of the planar conformation by

para nitro and amino groups' resPectively.

rn table 24 values of 3J(s13c, c.), .sio2g, and V,, are presented

for 3,5-dichtoro-4-hydroxythioani"of"l ã, 3,5-dichlorol¿-t"tnoxythio-

anisole, b, 3,S-dichlorothioanisole, !r and 4'nethoxythioanisole' 9. In

these compounds th" 13C sígna1s of the ortho 13c ,r,t"l"i are easily

observed even in dilute solutÍons. In a and b all other ring carbon

signals are much less intense, lackÍng the NOE experienced by the ortho

carbons, and are obscured by baseline noise. Therefore, for dilute
2 'r2

solutíons of a and Þ, 'J(s"C, C2) is used to deduce vr.

In d the barrier to rotation of the SCH, grouP is rather low, due

to the strong n electron donaÈíng ability of the para methoxy group. A

para hydroxy substituent would have about the same effect. In a the

barrier lies between that for c and d, with the effect of the g

hydroxy group doninating. In a the hydroxy grouP can hydrogen bond to

the meta chlorine atoms, allowing maximun delocalÍzation beËween the

oxygen long-pair and phenyl ring n electrons. llhen the hydroxy group is

methylated, to give b, hydrogen bonding is absent and the 0CH, group is

forced to be perpendicular to the benzene ring p1ane. Delocalization is

now mínimízed and this is reflected in a hígher barrier for b relative

to a. The barrier in b fs not as high as that for c, suggestÍng that
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Table 23

Barriers to internal rotation about the Cr-S bond in

4-nítrothioanisole and 4-aminothioanisole, as deduced fron 3.t(S13C, 
C2)

l, 12.
and "J(s--c, c3).

4-N02 4-Mz

? 1?
'J (s"c , c2) 3.35 (1) L-94

.sin2o, o. ro (1) 0.62 (1)

t. 1'r."J(s'-c, a3) (+)0.47 (L)

."io2ot o.rr(r)

v, t4.o(2.0)a -2.8G)a
L

tTh" ,rr,""rtainty, given here in parentheses, reflects only the

uncertainty in the observed couplings. A more rigorous treatment would

require consideration of the uncertaínties in the slopes and intercePts

of equations (921 and (92¡.

bcoupling constants given in Hz. Rotatíonal barriers gÍven in kJ/no1.
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TabLe 24

Barriers

thioanisoles

to lnternal rotatíon in

as deduced fron 3r(r13a,

O-H
a

synmetrically subs t ltuted

3.01

0.224

d

¿.5.+

0.474

0.6

some

'r)'"

s1tH"

Y
ocH3

cl

3 -,^L3^J (Þ t-,

2
<sln e>

v
¿̂

cì 2.67

0.351

dtHi''

.c

? 1?"J(S--C, C2)

')
<sLn u>

IT
¿

3.25

0.134

13.0

aCoupling constants fn Hz. Rotatíonal barriers in kJ/uro1.
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there is still some donation of n electron densíty

methoxy group.

by the orthogonal

c) Ortho substituted thioanisoles.

The rotational potentíals for ortho substituted thÍoanisoles will

have large onefold as well as tnrofold components. For such potential

functÍons, equations (92), (90¡ and (97) are no longer valíd.

If the SCH, group in 2-hydroxythíoanÍsoIe is taken as orthogonal to

the benzene ring, as previously assumed, and if 2-bronothioanisole ís

taken as rigid with the SCH, Broup in the ring plane and trans to the

ortho bromine substituent, then the values of JO' J90 .td J1g0 can be

? 17. t, lj
estimated for 'J(s"c, C2) and "J(s-'c, c3). This is a crude

approximation sínce Èhere may exist substantial torsional motion of the

SCH, Broup about the Cr-S bond in 2-bronothioanisole. From table 5' the

esrinared values are: 
"i;" 

= -2.L0,'rTro - -2.0, 3Jo 
= 4.2, or!;n 

=
[t¡tt¡

-1.0, -rir'= -0.6 and -rõ = 0.6 Hz. Considering the nature of the

approxir,nation, Èhese values are in reasonable agreement with tfre .l!Or

and t0.5 JTg' + J'l values in equations (92¡ and (92¡.

In 2-fluorothíoaníso1e and 2-methoxythioanisol" 5J(s13c, C4) is

0.29 and 0.25 Hz, respectively. Equation (89) yÍelds 0.32 anð 0.27 fox

."ir,2et in 2-fl-uorothioanisole and 2-methoxythioanisole respectively.

The size of .sin20> for these two molecules suggests that non-planar

conformations are signífÍcantly populated. The fluoro and methoxy

substituents are both n electron donating, and, in the ortho posítion'

wíIl reduce the 3p...n

anplftude libratlon of

conjugatÍon through the Cr-S bond, allowing large

the SCH, group.
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It is lÍkely that Ín 2-anlnothioanisole hydrogen bonding betr¡een an

amino N-H bond and the sul-fur 3p orbital hoLds the SCH, group rigidly as

is proposed for 2-hydroxy thioanisole. Aníl-íne ís nonplanar and, in the

gas phase, the N-H bonds make an angle of 2!" with the phenyl ,ing77.

If the amino group is also nonplanar Ín 2-anínothioanlsole, then the 3p

orbitals will not be held exactly f-n plane and the SCH, Broup wíl1 twist

about the Cr-S bond so as to optirnize the N-H...S hydrogen bond. Thís

sÍtuatÍon is depicted in 7.

(-n,.äö"\--, f,H,
t\z a

7\'

A_
Y

0=

u-

ôi o¿z)- ^

a^o 66"

.rt,o

If Ëhe molecule is taken as rígid, then 5¡(s13c, C4) in cclo

soluÈion rnd 6J(s13c, H4) in acetone-d' solution gíve angles, 0, of 66o

and 60o, respectlvely. In acetone-d. solution the N-H bond not hydrogen

bonding Èo the 3p sulfur orbital can form an intermolecular hydrogen

bond to a soLvent molecule, perhaps changing the conforuation of the

amino group and the stereospecific hydrogen bond to sulfur.

For 2-hydroxythioanÍsole the intramolecular 0-H...S hydrogen bond

must be broken Íf there is to be Íntermolecular hydrogen bondíng to the
1?solvent. In acetone-d, solutíon the --C nmr peaks broaden and the

1? 13
long-range -"C,--C couplings change fron those in the CC1O solution.

When the hydroryl group fs hydrogen bonded to the soh'ent the effect of

this group on the conformation of the SCH, moiety wÍll resemble that of

a methoxy group. Now assume that, in acetone solution,

*This is the value for unsubstituted aniline fn the gas phase.
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2-hydroxythf oanÍsole exists
s 1?

8a -J(S--C, Ct) is taken as

mixture

as 0.91

H.;
I

o
Ì---

the populations of 8a and 8b are 0.682 and 0.318, respectívely, with

equilibriu¡n constant of 0.47 at 300K. The correspondíng free energy

difference is 1.9 kJ/nol. A variable tenperature study of this

equilibrium would be of considerable interest.

AnÍsoles

a) Substituent effects on the long-range couplíng constants

between the sidechain and rinq carbon-13 nuclei in anisole

derivatíves.

It is of interest, at this poínt, to ínvestígate the magnitude of

the effect of substiÈuents on the long-rang" 13c,13C 
"oupling 

constants

between sidechaín and ring carbon nucleí.

Tn ortho dichloro- and dibromoanisoles, the 0-C bond of the

rnethoxy moiety ís taken as effectively perpendicular to the plane of Èhe

phenyl ring. Then any changes ir, 13c,13C 
"o.rpling constants for meta

and para derívatives of these molecules may be assigned to intrinsic

perturbations of the coupling mechanísm ínvolved and not to changes ín

conformatfon.

as an equílibríun

0.25 Hz and in 8b

of 8a and 8b.

Hz. Then

In

,

ge 8b
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r) Effects on 5J(013c , c4)

Consider th" 5J(013c , Crr) values reported for the molecules

depicted in fÍgure 22a-h. Cornparison of a h'íÈh d and of b with e shows

Èhat interchange of ortho bromine and chlorine substituents has very
. * 5 13

litt1e effect on -J(O*-C, C4). Compound b has a "J(o--C, C4) value of

0.92H2. This value does not change uPon rueta substitution to give c,

suggesting that 5t(013c, Cr) is also insensitive to a change in meta

substítuent. Couparíson of the values for a and b shows that the

presence of a para fluorine substftuent íncrea""" 5J(013c, Ct) by 0.08

Hz. This increase is also observed for the corresponding ortho dibro¡no

derivatives, 4 and e. A similar increase is induced by a Para methyl

substituent, as in f. A para ester group, as in $, does not change the

coupling constanË sígnificantly, relative to the Parent compound e. The

presence of a fl-nethyl substÍtuent also appears to have líttle effect on

q 1?-J(0t-c, co).

f.¡ ssnrm¿¡y, it appears that 5.t(013c , co) is significantly perturbed.

only by the presence of a substituent on Co.

ii) Effects or, 4t(013c, a3)

The obser.r"d 4J(013c, c") for a through h (as shoqm

are nearly equa1, with two exceptions. The presence of

substituents increases the couplíng from 0.86 Hz ín b to

and the presence of a ß meËhyl group, as in h, decreases

in figure 23)

meta chlorine

1.02 Hz in c

4r(013a, ca),

but by only 0.05 Hz.

AgaÍn, as for 5.1(013c , c4), only dírectly bonded substÍÈuents have

a significanr effecr on 4r(013c, c3).
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Fígure 22

The structure of soroe substituted anísoles together with the

corresponding values of 5.t(013c, Cl,), the couplíng consËant between the

nethyl carbon-l3 nucleus and the Para ring carbon nucleus.
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Figure 23

The structures of some substituted anisoles together r¡ith the
t, 1?.

corresponding values of -J(0--C, C3), the coupling constant betr^¡een the

nethyl carbon-l3 nucleus and the neta ring nuclei-
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fii) Effecrs or, 3J(013c, cr)

It Ís not possible to hold the tlano*, group orthogonal to the

benzene ríng Ln the absence of bulky ortho grouPs. It is possible,

though, to conp"r" 3J(013C, C") for two different bulky substituents.

Comparison of a wíËh d and b jtan 
" 

(see figu re 24) suggests that

chlorine substituents ín the ortho positions increase 3-l(013C 
' C2)

slightly wíth respect to bromine substÍtuents. 3.t(013C , Cr) remaíns the

same for the 2,6-dibromo-4-X-anlsoles, where X=F (d), H(e)l arr,¡, or

O=C-OCH3 (g). Placing meta substltuents on 2,6-dichloroanísole, b, to
? 1?

give 2,3,5,6-tetrachloroanisole, g, only changes "J(0--C, C2) slightly.

The presence of a g methyl group decreases 3¡(013c, c") slightIy, as

? 1 t ,pears to be perturbed byseen by comparison of e with h. "J(O'-C, C2) aI

substituents ín the ß or ortho posítions.

In summary, it can be deduced that the long-range coupling

constants between the o-carbon-13 nucleus and the ring carbon-L3 nucleÍ

in anisoles are only signÍficantly perturbed by the presence of

substítuents directly connected to either or both of the coupled nuclei.

In anisoles this Íntrinsic perÈurbation ís usually rather small.

b) Stereospecific 3.t(013c , Cr) in meta and Para symretrically

subsÈituted anisoles.
? 1?-J 10'-C , C2) values for several anisoles s)Æmetrically substituted

in the meta and lere posÍtions are Presented ín table 25. A range of

O.29 Í12 is evenly covered by the six compounds. Considering the smal1

lntrÍnsic effect or, 3J(013c, Cr) expected from meta or Para

substituents, such a range fn lorrpffng constants ls probably due to

changes ln conformatfon.
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lígure 24

The structures of some substituted anisoles together with the

correspondíng values of 3¡(013c, C2), the eoupling constant between the

nethyl carbon-l3 nucleus and the ortho ring carbon nuclei.
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? 11
If -J(0--C, CZ) is Ëaken as about 4.4 Hz for a rigid planar

molecule and as about 1.7 ltz for a rigid molecule with 0 = 90", an

approximate equation analogous to equaËion (96) can be wrítËen

3., (013c , cz) - -z .7. sin2o > + q .4 (e8)

Equation (98) predicts that, as the methoxy grouP twists away from

the plane of the benzene ring vía large arnplitude vibration about the

? 13
C.-0 bond, "J(O--C, C.) should decrease. Tab1e 25 shows a definite

I¿

trend of decrea"iog 3J(Of3C, Cr) wiËh strong ï electron donating abílity

of the para substituent, "" "*j"cted.
A hígher value of 3J(013c, c2) 1n 3,S-dichloroanisole inplíes a

decrease in .sin2Or. This ís consistent l^riÈh experiments on

3,5-dichlorothioani"o1.71 and 3,5-dichlorothíopheno112.

It has been suggested that for strongly conjugated n systems, as in

anísole ¡ â T mechanism can contribute a term in J.<.o"2ot to the

observed coupling between sidechain and ring nuclei. If such a term

does contríbute, it wíl1 be absorbed into equation (98), (recall that
n.,

cos-O = 1 - sin-0).

c) Stereospecific 4.t(013c, C") in ortho and ¡ara symmeÈrica1ly
J

substituted anisoles.
4.t(013c, C") values for some ortho and para symretrically

J-

substituted anisoles are presented in table 26. As in the correspondíng

thioanisolu",4J(013c, cr) is taken as posítive for the para substituted

anisoles and as negatíve for the ortho dísubstituted anísoles. From
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Table 25

3, (013., cr)a in some Ineta and para substituÈed anisoles.

Subs tituent

3 ,5-dic1

4-0=C-H

4-H

4-F

4-CH3

4-0cH3

? 1?"J(0*"c, c.)

4.26(r)

4. 19 (1)

4.Lz(t)

4.06(1)

4 .0s (1)

3. e7 (r)

'Coupling constants ín Hz.
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table 26 an approxiroate analogue to equation (92) may be written as

equatíon (99)

4.r(013c, c3) = -r.52<sin2o> + 0.65 (ee)

INDO MO FPT couputations predict a negativ" O4õ" and a positive

-rir' (see table 2L).

The trend of decrea"ir,g 4J(013c, c") (increasing ."írr2g>) with
J

increasing n electron donating ability of the Para substituent is

apparent from table 26.

It 1a-J(0^-c, C.) is larger ín 2,6-difluoroaníso1e than in

2r6-dichloto"rrilot e or 2,6-dibrornoanisole. This suggests that <sin20>

has decreased and that the barrier to rotation about the Cr-O bond is

lower ín 2,6-difluoroanisole. This is supported by ."ir,2e, and Vo

5 1?
derived fron "J(0-"C, Ct).

d) Ortho substituted anisoles.
1? 11

Long-range -"Crt"C couplíng constants between sidechain and ríng

carbon-l3 nucleÍ for three ortho substítuted anisoles are given in table

27. Examination of table 27 reveaLs that those over n bonds slowly

,n*approach "JnO as the electron donatíng ability of the orÈho substituent

increases.

If 0.94 ís taken r" 5J^^, then.sÍr,20, is 0.19 for the two Eethoxytv
groups in 1,2-dÍuethoxy benzene. It has been suggested that

1r2-dinethoxybenzene is in an equilibrium between tIùo conformations, one

with both methoxy groups ln plane, 10, and one wíth one methoxy grouP

perpendicular to the benzene rlng, shown as 11 and. L2,
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TabLe 26

4, (013c,

anisoles.

cr)a in sone ortho and para sytrmetrícally substituted

SubstiÈuent

4-H

4-CH3

4-F

4-0cH3

2,6-dtE

2,6-díCr

2,6-díBr

4¡(013c, c^)

(+) 0.s4 (1)

(+) 0.4e (r)

(+)0.4s(1)

(+) 0.41(1)

-0.62(L)

-0.86 (r)

-0.87 (1)

aCoupling constants in Hz.
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to 12

If 10, 11 and L2 are equally populated, then <sin'g> is 0.25. A

value of 0.19 suggests that, for this model, 10 is slightly preferred.

On the basís of Èhrough-space couplíng between nethyl protons and

ortho protons in several anisole derivatíves, Schaefer and Laatikainen 79

interpreted )JiHortho,CH3) in I,2-dimethoxybenzene in Èerms of a planar

molecule undergoing large out-of-p1ane torsions. It seems possible that

the two methoxy groups are undergoing large anplítude líbations while

maintainj-ng the C, symmetry of the molecules, as shor^m bV !f rather than

jurnping between two rigid conformations. If the molecule were rígid'
s 1?

yet maintaíning C, symmetTy, -J(O'-C, C4) would be consistent with wíth

an angle , g, of 26o . The average anplitude of oscillation would

therefore be rather less than 26".

CHsì\- ¡ìr \cH"
13 0

e) Stereospecific 6.t(013C, Ho) in ortho disubstituted anisoles.

Table 28 lists 6.t(013a, H¿) for severaL 2,6-disubstiÈuted anisoles.

In 2,$-dibromoanisole and 2,6-dÍbromo-4-nethylanisole it is assuued that

the methoxy group is perpendicular to the benzene ring. Then for ao4I

mechanisu, in whích the coupling is transmítted via the n orbitals of

the benzene ring, 7.1(013C, 
9H¡) in 2,6-dibrono-4-nethylanisole should be

11
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TabLe 27

Long-rang" 13a,13c 
"orrnlíng 

constantsa in some ortho substÍtuted

anisoles.

ßcH'oX(
cH¡:-
*-c-x-

ð 3-r(o13c,cu) 3-l(013c, cr) 4.r(013c, cr) 4.1(013c, cr¡ 5-l(013c, co)

Br 4 .94(L) 3 .26(L) 0 . ss (1) 0.28 (1) >0.0s

F 4.74(L) 2.76(L) 0.42(L) 0.23(1) O.OZ(s)b

ocH" 4 .77 (L) 2.52(L) o. 38 ( 1)

ri,; \/ \
g-+90oc +1.60

/

0.17 (1) 0. 17s

I
+0.94-0. 87

aCoupling constants are in Hz.

h"Lines for C, are broad.
4

ccouplings are those for 2,6-dibromoanisole.
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Á 1?
equal to -"J(0^"C, 

"4) 
in 2,6-dibrornoanisole. The signs of these two

couplings are unknown. However, these nagnítudes are equal to within

experimental error.

rn 2,6-dichloroanisole 6.t(013c, H¿) is 0. 602 Hz, slightly smaller

than in 2r6-dÍbromoanisole, and may be due to a slight deviation of the

methoxy group frou a perpendicular conformatíon due to torsional motion,
ç 1?

although "J(0-"C, C4) shows no evidence of this.
Á 1?"J(0--C, H¿) ín 2,6-dirnethylanisole is consisÈent wíth a

perpendicular conformation of the meËhoxy group. The repulsive

interaction between the C-H bonds of the methoxy and methyl groups nay

be aided by the n electron donating abilíty of the ortho nethyl

subsËituents in destabilizing the planar conformation.

The r electron releasing abilÍty of the I and 3 meÈhoxy groups ín

L,2,3-txímethoxybenzerLe probably plays a signíficant role ín

destabilizing the planar conformatíon of the central methoxy group.

Through-space coupling beËween methoxy protons and ortho protons

indicates planar conformations for the 1- and 3-methoxy substÍtuents79.

In this conformation the methoxy oxygens will not greatly hinder the

rotation of the 2-methoxy uoieËy and one night expect 6t(013C, n5) to be

closer to thaË for 216-difluoroanisole. For such a conformation oxygen

may be taken as approxiurately as large as a fluorine substituent.

However, when the 1- and 3-methoxy groups are in the plane of the

benzene ring uaximum donaËíon of electrons from the oxygen lone paÍr to

the phenyl system is allowed. Thís will destabilize a conformation

qrith the central meËhoxy in Èhe ring plane. In 1,2,3-trÍmethoxybenzene,
Ã 'r?
"J(O*"C, H.) is 0.6OfQ) Hz, consÍstent with the conformation shor^m as)'
L4.
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1*,
o

""r"(yo..",

rn 2,6-dif luoroanisole 6.1(013c, H¿) is 0. 473(L) Hz. Taking 6Jno 
""

0.63(1) Hz, one has <"irr2gt as 0.75(f). This number corresPonds to a V2

of 6.6 1 0.3 kJ/nol. The twofold barrier ín 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoroanisole

deríved fror 6J(013C, Ho) is 0.4 t 0.4 k¡/mo137. A planar conformation

Ís stabilízed by meta fluorine substituents, as in thiophenol"I2 .rrd

Ëhioaniso1."71.

14
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Table 28

a 11ö.1 lorjcrHo) in soue ortho disubstituted anisoles.a

Substituent

2,6-dtBr

2,6-dicH3

2,6-dici'

2,6-diocH3

2,6-diF

H

aln acetone-d. solution
o

h-Coupling constants in Hertz

6.r (013c,"0)o

(-)0.62s(7)

(-) o. 622(3)

(-)0.603(5)

0.60r(2)

(-)0.473(L)

<0.03
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3. Alky1 Phenyl S"l"tid"" "td 
Alkyl Ph

The investigation of phenyl selenides and phenyl tellurides seems

natural extension of the r¿ork done on anisoles and thioanisoles and

completes the seríes of molecules depicÈed as 15.

0

S

Se

Te

alkyl

In these molecules, stabilization of the planar ground state by p-tt

conjugation between lone-pair p-orbitals on the X atom and the aromatic

Tr.-system is expected to decrease in the order 0 > S > Se > Te. This

decrease is partly due to an increase in Cr-X bond length in the series,

leading to a decrease in the effective p'n orbital overlap.

The difficulty in applying the J nethod to a1ky1 phenyl selenides

and alky1 phenyl tellurÍdes ís in the deduction of r 5Jon value. The
vv

synthesis of a methyl phenyl selenide-l3C ot rnethyl phenyl telluride-l3c

derivative r^rith bulky ortho substituents, so as to force the side chain

to 1ie orthogonal to the phenyl ríng p1ane, Poses some problems. An

alternative method, based on a linear relationship between 5.1 (X13C, Cl,)

and 6Co, ís employed. In part D7) of this ËhesÍs it is shown that a

línear relaËionship exists between 6CO and 6.i1sc, fO) for alky1

4-fluorophenyl sulfides. If only the points for methyl-4-fluorophenyl

sulfide and ethyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfide are used to derive the equation

R15
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6
relating "J(SC, F4) Èo 6C4, then ôCO for t-butyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfide

may be substituted into this equation and 6.1(SC, nO) can be predicted.

The predicted va1ue, L.40 Hz, is very near the observed value of 1.38

Hz. Sínce Ëhe t-butyl group is a very bulky group, 6J1SC, ro) ín

t-butyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfíde rnay be taken as an approximation to UtnO.

The 6J^^ value used in this laboratory, taken from
YU

2,6-dibrorno-4-fluorothioanisole, is 1.47 Hz' fairly close to that

predicted. The lor.rer value for t-buty1-4-fluorophenyl sulfÍde may be

due to the presence of the ß-methyl groups.

A similar treatment of the data for thioanisol"-l3C and ethyl
1? 5 ]iphenyl sulfide-t-C predicts a "J(S-"C, Crr) value of 0.92 Hz for t-butyl

phenyl sulfíde. The 5J,.,,.,,lr"lrre established earlier in this thesis is
YV

O.9L Hz.

Alt the 6CO values used here are taken from the literature, wtrere

these values have been reportecl in the same solvent for all the

alkyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfid""Bo "r,d alkyl phenyl sulfides8l.

The success of the Ëwo examples given above suggests that, if
ç 1?-J(X*"C, CL) and d CO are known for two alkyl phenyl derivatives of

selenium or tellurium and if a ôCo value ís known for an a1ky1 phenyl

derívative in which Ëhe alkyl group sits perpendícular to the phenyl

ring (t-butyl group), then 5Jro (x13c , c4) may be deduced.

a) Alkyl phenyl selenides.

5.r(r.13c , c4) is 0.27 rlz and 0.38 Hz in methyl phenyl s"1"rrid"-13c

and ethyl phenyl selenide-l3c, t""pectively. For the neat compounds 6CO

is 125.55 pprn and. L26.24 ppm, respectiv.lySL. The assumptíon of a

linear relationship betwe"r, 5J(S"13, C4) and ôCO yíelds tr^ro equaËíons in
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two unknoms. Solution of thís set

(100). ôC¿ for neat t-buÈYl PhenYl

of linear equations yields equation

selenide is 128.t0 ppt82.

5.r(s"13c, c4) -L9.745 + 0.1594 ôC¿

SubstÍtution of this number ínto equation (100)

of 0.68 Hz and equation (101) nay be written

5.1(s"13c, c4)

(100)

gives an estimated 5.ln.

( 101)

only give reasonable

ín uethyl phenyl

0.68 <"io2o,

Ê 115.r(r"t'a , ct) values for methyl phenyl seleníde-I3c "r,d 
ethyl

phenyl selenide-l3C ""r, 
now be substituted ínto equation (f01) to yield

. 
"irr2gt and hence apparent V, values may be deduced. These are provicled

in table 28. The barríer in the ethyl derivatíve is the lower one,

reflecting the greater steric requirement of an ethyl group. A tr¿ofold

barrier of 2.2 ! L.0 kJ/nol for meËhyl phenyl selenide has <0> as 38 t

5o, ín good agreement wíth the angles of 40 + 13o and 40 t 5" deduced

from electron difft""tiorrS3 and nematic phase nmr experit"rrt"84.

The value" of 3J(s"13c , c2) 
"od 

4J(se13c, c3) for methyl phenyl

selenide-l3c "r,d 
ethyl phenyl selenide-l3c tl1ot an estímation of the

conformational dependences of these coupling constants.

3.1(s"13c, cz) - -3.34 <sin20> + 3.52 (102)

t, 1'1.

Solution of the set of equations for -J(Se--C, C3)

coefficients if 4r(r"13a, C") is taken as positive
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selenfde-l3c 
"rrd 

negative ín ethyl phenyl sel-enÍdel3C. Equation (103)

may Ëhen be w'ritten

4.r(r"13c, c.) - -1.20<sin2o> + 0.56 (103)

Equations (102) and (I03) agree well with analogous equations for

thioanísole and anisole derivatives.

b) Alkyl phenyl tellurides.
q 'r2 85 13^The -J(Te"C, C4) and ôCO"- values for nethyl phenyl telluride-'-c

and ethyl phenyl telluride-l3c rry be used to obtain equation (104)

5r(t"13c , c4) = -16 .20 + 0.1304 ô c4 l1 0¿l

AôC4 value for t-butyl phenyl telluride is not avaílable. ôCO in

t-butyl phenyl selenide (L28.10 ppn) is nearly that of unsubstituted

benzene (L28 .40 pp*) 82. These tr¿o shif t values may be taken as

estimates of that for t-butyl phenyl telluride. The former assumes that

a srnall degree of 5p-n conjugatíon sÈill exísts r¡hen 0 ís 90o, the

latter assumes that there ís no 5p-n overlap. Now, by substitution of

either of these shift values into equation (104) one may wriÈe equation

(10s)

5r(r"13c , ct) = Q. s4(4) ."in2o, (105)

Substitution of the 5J(r"13c , C4) values for methyl phenyl telluride-l3c

and ethyl phenyl telluride-l3c ioro equation (f05) yields .sÍr,20t values
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of 0.574 and,0.685, respectively. The corresPonding V, values ate 'I.7

I 1.0 kJ/no1 and -4.0 I 1.0 kJ/nol' respectively. These numbers

together r¿ith <0> values are collecËed into table 28.

? 1? ]i
The -J(Te'-c, C2) values for meÈhyl phenyl telluride--'C and ethyl

phenyl telluride-l3c rry be used Ëo deduce the conformational dependence

of thís coupling constant. Equation (106) can be written

3.t (r"13c, c2) - -3.15 . sin2o > + 3.32 (106)

L 1a
Unfortunately, splíttings due to -J(Te--C, C3) hrere not observed and an

equation analogous to equatÍon (105) could not be r¿-ritten.

Note that equations (f02) ' (103) and (106) assute that there is no

1? 1?
perturbatíon of the -"Cr--C coupling nechanism due to Lhe presence of a ß

nethyl group (í.e. in Ëhe ethyl derívatives); such a perturbation is
3 13

known to alter "J(S*"C, CZ) .

In anisole the barrier heighÈ, YZ, is just beyond t,he range of the

J urethod (>20 kJ/mol). In thioanísole the apparent V, ranges from

5.4(5) to 7.6(5) kJ/urol. Based on assumptíons put forward in sections

a) and b), the twofold barriers in nethyl phenyl selenide and nethyl

phenyl tellurÍde are 2.5 t 1.0 kJ/nol and -l .7 ! 7.0 kJ/rnol,

respectively. As expected, the apparent tvrofold barríers to rotatíon

about the Cr-X bond decrease in the order 0 > S > Se > Te.

It is also T,rorth noting that the sízes of the sJ,rr., ,rtl,.res deduced
YU

so far decrease in the order 0 > S > Se > Te. This is quite reasonable,
\t<

gíven that -J(X'-C, C4) is dominated by a 61r mechanism. The o-n

uechanism can be visualized as a hyperconjugative transmission of spin

state inforrnatíon from the n electron system of the phenyl group to the
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X-C bond electrons. An increase in C,-X bond length, vrhich follows the
0I

serles Te > Se > S > 0, should reduce effective overlap of the X-Co bond

and the pn orbítal on C.,, in turn reducing transmission of spin state

ínformation.

In summaryr âs predicted, the stabilization of the planar ground

state of molecules of type 15 decreases in the order 0 > S > Se > Te.

This is reflected ín the apparent tr+ofold barriers to roËation about the

Cr-X bond which also decrease ín that order. In methyl phenyl selenide,

the barrier agrees quite well wíth those obtained from electron

diffraction and nematic phase nnr experiments. The 5J^., 'tr"l,res also
YU

decrease ín the above mentioned order, as expected, if transmission of

spin ínforuration is less effective over a greater C.,-X bond length.
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Table 28

q 1'1, ? 2
'J1x"C , C4), (sin'6>, v2 and <0> values for sorae alkyl phenyl

derivatives of selenium and tellurium.

x-R 5¡(*13c , co) luz .sin20> vzlkJ tol-r

sul3ctt, 0.27

0.31

<0>

0.397 2.2 ! L.0 38 t 5'

0.559 -1.2 r 1.0 50 t 5"

o .57 4 -1.7 ! 1.0 52 ! 5"

0.685 -4.0 I 1.0 58 t 5"

^ 13^,, ^.,Se--CH,CH3 0.38

t"13ctt,

r"13cn^ctt^ 0.37"*2""3

aRecall Èhat a negatíve barrier indicates a perpendicular (0 = 90")

conformatíon is preferred.
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4. N-nethylanilines

Like anilines, N-nethylanilines may undergo both torsion about the

Cr-N bond and nitrogen inversion. Vapor phase infrared experiments'

together ¡+ith an assumption of a twofold potential yield L4.5 ! 2.0

kJ/¡rol as Ëhe magnitude of the roËational barri"=86. Dynamic nmr

experimenrs in CHFC12/CHF2CI87 and di¡nethyl etherS8 solutions yield 25-5

kJ/rool and 30.3 kJ/nol' resPectively, for AG+.

ïNDO MO Fpr computations of 5J(n15c, c') as a function of the

angle,0 , between the N-C bond and the plane of the benzene ring (see

table 21) can be fit by equation (107).

5.r(no13c , c4) = o.o3 + L.67 
"ir,2o

(107)

The angle independent term is likely an artefact of the

parameËerization of the computations. The sin20 d.ependenc" of 5J(X13C,

C,) suqsests that a o-n mechanism ís involved. Equation (107) irnplies

that )J^^ for N-methylanilines ís of a similar magnitude to those ín
9U

thioanisole and anisole. If this is true' then 0.93 t 0.03 Hz raight be

a reasonable estimate of 5.inO in N-nethylaníline, yíeIdíng equation

(108).

5.r("13c , ct) = 0.93 (3) ."ír,20, (1oB)

Microwave experimenÈs have 0 as 18" in the miniuum energy

conformaËior,89. If N-nethylanitine were rigid, ."io2Ot then r¿ould be

0.10. The ínversÍon barrier in N-rnethylaniline is only 2.3 ! 0.5
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9,6
kJ/molo'. If the inversion barrier in solution is siroilar to that for

N-nethylaniline vapor, then sin20 averaged over such a barrier is likely

to be less than 0.10. This, together with equation (108) predicts a

ç 't?
'J(N"C, C4) value of less than 0.09 Hz. No coupling between the nethyl

and Sara carbon-l3 nuclei is observed for N-rnethylaniline in acetone-d.'

benzene-d. or CS, solutions (see table 14). Based on the linewidth of

the para carbon peak, an upper ]ínit of 0.05 Hz can be placed on

< 'tQ
'J(N"C, Cr,). This is consistent with a sma11 0 value and high

rotational barrier in solution.

rn N-methylaniline, 3.r(n13c , c2) appears to increase r^rith

increasing polarity or hydrogen-bond accepting ability of the solvent

(see table 14). 3.t(U13C, C") is 3. 38 Hz in CS, solution and 3 .48 Hz in
LL

aceËone-d' solution. If it is assumed that 
"i;t 

ís negative, as it is

in thioanísole and anisole, and as indicated by INDO M0 FPT

computations, Èhen the change is consistent with an increase of

rotational barrier height with increasing polarity or hydrogen-bond

accepting abilítY.
l, 11. 2*J1N"C, C3) is less sensitive to change in <sin-O> but, given a

negarive Otlõ", rhe smaller 4t(o,r3c, C3) ín acetone-d. solution relative

Èo that in CS, or CUDU solutíons is consístent with an increase ín

barrier heíght. Dirnethyl ether Ís a more polar, beËËer,hydrogen-bond
r

accepting solvent than CHFCIZ/CHE2CL and,indeed, the AG' for internal

rotation for N-methylaniline is higher in the forrner.

The free energy barrier to inÈernal rotatíon about the Cr-N bond in

4-brono-2,6-difluoro-N-methylanilíne ln díroethyl ether solution fs 23.1

! 0.4 kJ/nol, as deter¡nined ty 19t dynamíc nmr experiments. The
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rotational barrier ín 2,6-dífluoro-N-uethylaní1ine may be slightly

lower; an estimate of zL.O ! 0.7 kJ/rnol r¡as ttd"90.

rn acerone-d. soluÈíon, 5r("13a, c,.) is 0.27(L) Hz in this6'4'
compound. Equarion (108) gíves a.sirr2o, of 0.29 (1). Now, if the heavy

atom skeleton in 2r6-difluoro-N-methylaníline is assumed to be rigid

then 0 is 33 ! 2" (Q = arcsirr."irr2grl). This assurnption ís reasonable

because the rotational barrier in acetone-d. solution will probably be

rather high (>20 kJ/nol) and the inversíon barrier also will be high

since the nitrogen musË invert via a transition state depicted as 17.

Repulsíve interactíon betvreen the uethyl and ortho fluorine groups ín 17

will yield a rather hÍgh ínversion barrier.

CHs\ //HF-N-F FeftN+l-F '----s F-N-F

-' 
,/ \H

cH{
181716

3r(*13c , cz) rr,d 4J(tl13c, a3) are lovrer in 2,6-difluoro-N-rnethyl-

aniline than in N-nethylanilíne. These are consistent with negative

3p-r . 4g-t¡-tä0" and -JiO" components in the assocíated coupling mechanísms' as

inplied by the solvenr dependent 3t(t13C, Cr) values Ín N-rnethylaniline.

AËtempts to synthesize the 2,6-dibromo and 2r6-dichloro derivatives

\rere unsuccessful. The l3C 
"p""trum 

of 2,6-dimeÈhy1-N-nethylaniline

could not be anaLyzed due to very broad peaks (incourplete decoupling and

large couplings ao 14lO), the presence of several reaction products and

due to very closely space¿ 13C signals for the ring carbon nuclei.

In summary, 5J(tl13c, Ct) values are consistent r+¡ith a nearly planar

N-rnethylaniline molecule (0 . 10") and a non-planar 2'6-difluoro-N-

methylaniline molecule (0 = 33o) in solution. 3t(*13c, cr) values are
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consistent ¡¿iËh a higher barrier to roËation about the Ct-N bond in more

polar, better hydrogen bond accepting solvents'
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5. Benzyl Cyanídes

a) Stereospecific 134,13a coupling constants

q 1?i) "J(-"cN, c4)

In 2,6-dichlorobenzyl cyanide, repulsive interactions between the

cyano group and the two ortho chlorine substituents will force the C=N

group into a plane perpendicular to the benzene ring. The barrier to

rotatíon about the Cr-Co bond is expected to be rather high. Ab inítio

compuÈations at the ST0-3G leve1 of molecular orbital theory yíeld

energíes as a funcËion of 0 that are best fit by a Èwofold potentíal of
o?

29.6(5) kJ/mol-" (O is defined in 19). At 300K a

N
c

I

-c+H. -H'
19

hindered rotor nodel9 yields .sio2ot as 0.955 for a Y, of 29.6 kJ/mol.
s 1?-J(-"CN, C4) is 1.08 Hz for 2,6-dichlorobenzylcyanide in benzene-d.

solutíon. This inplies a 5.ln' of L.L3 Hz and one may write equation

(10e).

5r(13c*, c4) = 1.13 ."ir,2ot (10e)

. ,.:.,:,' _,,-:

A o-n coupling mechanism for 5J(13Ctl, Ct) ís supported by INDO MO FPT

computations (see table 21).
?

For benzyl cyanide in benzene-d. solution <sin-0> is

0.51(1) /L.L3(L) or 0.45(f), corresponding to an apparent tr,¡of old barrÍer
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of 1.0(3) kJ/nol. Ab iniÈio molecular orbital calculatíons of the

energÍes of benzyl cyanÍde, as a function of 0, nith different basis

sets, are statisËically fÍt to potentials composed of twofold and

fourfold componenËs (see table 29 and figure 25). These computations

suggesÈ Ëhat the potential function for ínternal roÈatíon in benzyl

cyanide may have a substanÈial fourfold conponent. Unfortunately,
1

different combinatíons of V, and VO rnay yield the same <sin-e> and the

J rnethod cannot díscriminate between these combinations.

For the 2,6-difluoro derivative, 5.1(13clo , Ct) corresponds to an

apparent Y, of 9.6 ! 1.2 kJ/nol, but agaín, its value cannot

descriminate between thís estimate and a combínation of V, and VO.

ST0-3c computations gíve V, and VO as -9.86(3) and -2.35(3) kJ/nol,

respectively.

/' 11.
ii) *J(--cN, c3)

The experimental values of. 4X l3clo

benzy1- cyanides ín benzene solution are

, c3) rnd 5J(13cto , ch) for the

related by equation (110)

4r(13c", a3) = 0.55 - r.48 5.1(13cN, a4) ( r10)

Statistically, a better fit is obtained r,¡ith a negative value of

-J(--CN, C3), -0.L9 Hz, for benzyl cyanide in benzene-d. solution.

Equation (110) predicts.4.l(t3clq, a3) value of -0.30 Hz for benzyl
't?

cyanide-B--"C in acetone-d. solution, rather close to the observed value

of -0.29 Hz. The success of equatÍon (110) in reproducing the

experimental values of 4J¡13cn, c") suggests rather minor intrinsic
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lable 29

Results of a staÈistical fit of the relative energíes of the

optimized geometries of benzyl cyanÍde to a potential of the forn
)?A

v(e ) = v, sin-o * vO sin-20 .*

STO-3G

4-zLG

4-3lG

6-3lc

.,rb
'2

-2.se7 (6)

-L.634 (4)

-1.312 (s)

-1.076 (3)

,rb
.+

-0 .47 7 (6)

0 .266 (4)

-0.131(5)

-0.293

aNumbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
h"V^ and V, are given in uníts of kJ/rnol.¿4
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Table 30

Internal rotational potentÍals in benzyl cyanide-8-l3c "r,d iËs two

derivatives in benzene-d. solution.

parameter 2,6-díCI 2,6-diE 2,6-dj-E

Á
".1{cn, , Ho) lHz -0 . 334 (4) -0 .585 (3) -0 .390 (2)

2'tno -r.zo(z) -r.zo(2) -L.20(2)
. 2,çsin-ry';. 0.278(7) 0.488(1) 0.325(7)

1

v2/kJ mol - -24(6) -0.4(4) -10.3(9)

Á 1?"J('-CN, Ho) lnz -0.718(s) -0.364(4) -0.6s6(2)
6.1^^ -0.7s2$)a -0.752(5) -o.tsz(s)"90

. sin2e' o .9554 0.484 (B) o. 872 (8)

vz/kJ mol-r -2g.6$)a 0.3(1) -11.8(6)

< 1?-J1--cN, co)lHz r.08(1) 0.51(1) 0.95(1)

5.1^^ 1.13(r)t r.13(r) 1.r3(r)"90

.sin2o> 0.955a 0.45(1) o.B4(2)

-,'|v2/kJ mol-r -2g.6$)a -1.0(3) -9.6(L.2)

aThe theoreËical value of Y, is used fot 5JrO, UrnO, and."it26t.
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Figure 25

The relative energies of the optirnized geonetries of benzyl cyanide

are plotted againsÈ the dihedral angle, 0, which ís zero when the cyano

group lies in the benzene plane.
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perturbations of the couplÍng mechanism due to ortho ring substituents.

EquaÈíon (109) may be substituted into equation (110) to yield (fff¡.

l, 12.o.i(t'cli, c") = 0.55 - L,67."ir,20,

Equation (111) irnplies a negativ. Ot;;t for benzyl cyanides, as

predícted by INDO M0 FPT computatíons (see table 2l-),

(111)

(112)

iíi) 3.t(13co, cn)
L

? 1?-J(--CN, Cr) for 216-dichlorobenzyl cyanide differs from that for

2,6-difluorobenzyl cyanide by only 0.01 Hz whereas 5.1(13ato, co) values

suggest Ëhat <sín2gt drff"rs signÍfÍcantly for these two molecules. In

light of the devíatíon of 3.1(S13C, C2) in 2,6-difluorothioanisole from

the best straight line through a plot of 3.1(sl3c , Cz) versus ."ir,2gt fo.

thioanisoles (see equation 96), it is likely that there ís an intrinsic

perturbation of 3.t(13cN, C") by the orÈho fluorÍne substituents in

2,6-dif.Iuorobenzyl "ytrria"l The experimental values of 3.1(r3cn , c2) and

q 1?-J1--cN, Co) f.or benzyl cyanÍde and 2,6-díchlorobenzyl cyaníde ín

benzene-d' solutíon are related by equation (112).

3-r{13cn, cr) = 4.5L - 2.ol 5r (13c* , c4)

EquaÈion (I12) predicts " 
3.i(13c, , Cz) value of 3.3L Hz for benzyl

cyanide in acetone-dU solution, exactly that observed. Substitutíon of

equatíon (109) into (112) yields equation (113).

3.1¡13clt, c,,) = 4.5L - 2.34 <s.'n2e> (113)
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EguatÍon (113) ímplíes a negativ" 
";;" 

and a large positive
?n'tir.) , as predicted by INDO l'10 FPT computatíons (see table

{3.1o + o.s

2L) .

iv) Solvent effects

In benzyl fluoríde9l th" perpendícular confonner (0 = 90" for the

C-F bond) is stabilízed by approxímat.ely 2 kJ/rnol when the solvent is

changed fron CS, to acetone-d., qualítatively as expected from

elecËrostatic considerations because this conformer has a higher

compuËed dípole Doment than Ëhe one with 0 = 0o.

The dipole moments of benzyl cyanide are comPuted as 3.L7 and 3.26

D for 0 = 0 and 90o, respectively, at the ST0-3G level of M0 theory.

The observed dipole momenÈ in benzene solution ís 3.50 D at 298 K, that

of methyl cyanide also being a.5 D in the same solvent. Qualitatively,

the perpendícular conformer should be more stable in acetone than in CS,

solution.

Qualitatively, 
3.r(13a*, c2) "rrd 

4J(13cn, a3) should decrease if the

perpendicular conforner is stabÍ1ízed, as índicated by equations (1f3)

and (tll), respectively. Equation (109) implies an increase in 5.1(13ctl,

crr)'

The nJ(l3ct{, cr,-l) values (n = 3, 4, 5) of benzyl cyaníde in

CSZ/C6DL2, benzene-d. and acetone-d. solutíon do indeed indícate

íncreased stability of the more polar (0 = 90o) conformer in polar

solvent.

Quantitatively, based on tJ(13cx, crr-1), ."in2g, changes from

0.45(1) in CUDU to 0.51(1) in acetone-d. soluÈions. Therefore the

apparent V, changes from 1.0(4) kJ/rnol in benzene-d. solutíon to -0.2(2)

in acetone-du solutíon. Qualítatively, 
3.t(13clo, c2) rnd 4J113cN, cr)
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have the planar forn slightly more stable in CS, Ëhan in benzene

solution. Based or, 5J113clt, co), ."irr2Ê" is 0. 44(L) in cs, solurion,

corresponding to an apparent V2 of L.3(4) kJ/nol, which is within the

uncertainty range of the barrier in benzene solution.

comparison of nJ(l3ctl, c- ,) varuesr n = 2-5, forn-I
2,6-dichlorobenzyl cyanide in benzene-d. and acetone-d. solutions in

table 8 suggests their insensÍtívity to solvent polarity. The barrier

to internal rotation Ís rather high and this nolecule may be considered

as rígid, so that significant differences in the magnitudes of these

coupling constants in the two solvents would be attributable to an

intrinsic perturbation of coupling mechanísms by solvent molecules.

Consequently, the solvent dependence of these couplÍng constants in

benzyl cyanide can be assigned to conformational changes, that is, to

perturbations of Èhe internal rotational potenÈial.

b) 6r(13c*,

Á 11"J(-"CN, H4)

<sio2o, is taken

H+)

ín 2,6-dichlorobenzyl cyanide is -0.7L8(5) I1z.

as 0.955 then one nay write equaËion (114).

6.1(13.t0, 
H4)

,
= -u. /)z <sln 9> (114)

If

This is in excellent agreement with the 6J.^ value of -0 .756 Hz
9U

predicted by TNDO MO FPT computations.

Based or, 6r(r3cN, Ho), ."írr2g, in benzyl cyanide is 0.484(8),

inplyÍng an apparent V, of 0.3(f) kJ/nol. Sirnilarly <sirr20" irt

2,6-difluorobenzyl cyanide is 0.872(B) with a corresponding V, of

-11.8(6) kJ/mo1.
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, 6_c) -J(CH2, 
"4)

Results of analyses of ah" lH specÈra of benzyl cyaníde,

2,6-difluorobenzyl cyaníde and 2,6-dichlorobenzyl cyaníde are given in

tables 11, 10 and 9, respectively.

For toluerr" 6Jno(cH2, H4) is -1 .20 Í128. rn a benzyl derivative, an

electronegative substituentlo will poLaríze Ëhe C-H bonds in the

methylene group, thereby decreasing the hyperconjugative interaction and

reducing the magnitude of 6ro-n. Qualitatively the INDO MO FPT

formufation agrees r¡ith thís reductionll. Such calculations for benzyl

cyanide Índicate no reductíon of 6ro-r relatíve to toluene, perhaps an

increase of 0.005 Hz at 0 = 90o. Confirmatory evidence comes from a
âplot "J(CH2, H4) against the electronegativÍty of the substituent, X, in

a series of 2,6-dichlorobenzyL X coupounds. For X = CN the suallest

devíation from the roughly linear plot occurs if the cyano group is

taken to have the same electronegativíty as hydrogen. ft 6.in' is taken

as -1 .20 Hz, ."io2,¡, (see 19 for angle r¡) is 0.488(10) for benzyl

cyaníde, correspondíng to a Y, of 0.4(4) kJ/nol. Similarly, in

2,6-difluorobenzyl cyanide ."ir,20, is 0.325(7) corresponding to a Y, of.

-10.3(9) kJ/urol. In 2,6-dif luorotoluene in CS, solution , 6r{rrr, H4) is
?) 6_ ô_,^\ 20.623(4) Hz-', inplying a "J90 of -1 .25(2) Hz, a <sin-rþ> of 0.312(7) and

an apparent V2 of L2.1(9) kJ/nol for 2,6-difluorobenzyl cyanide.

rn Èhe 2,6-dichloro derivative,6r{cr, 
"4) 

is -0.334(3) Hz,

corresponding to r ."io2,¡,, of 0.278(7) if 6.ln. is -1 .20(2) Hz. An

analysis of the lH sp"ctrum of 2,6-dichlorotoluene in CS, solution gave

^(\".1{cär, H4) as -0 .630 Hz, inplying "JgO as -1.26(2) Hz in the presence

of tr^ro ortho chlorine substítuents. Then <sin2,þt b""otes 0.263(7).
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Á 1?
One night also expect orÈho substituent perturbations on "J(--CN,

q 1?
HO) and -J(-"CN, C4). There is no clear way to establish such

perËurbations.

In sun¡mary, long-range couplíng constanEs are consistent with a

rather small barrier to rotation about the Cr-Co bond ín benzyl cyanide,

in agreement with ab initío mo computations and Kerr constanÈ
qq

Eeasurements in CC1O solution--. The rotational barríer ís slightly

dependent on solvent. The 0 = 90" conformatíon is stabílized in uore

polar solvenÈ.
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6. Acetophenones

Examínation of table 21 reveals rather small .l$Or connonents of
5 1? ¿ 1? ? 1?-J(--co, c4), -J(^-co, c3) and "J(--co, cz) for acetophenone. schaefer et

^t.94 
conclude that the o-r contributions to spin-spin coupling constants

over six bonds, between E protons or l9F rr,-r"l"i, and protorr" ot 13C

nuclei in the sidechain of benzaldehyde and phenyl ketones amount to only

about 257" of those in toluene derívatives. In addition, the six-bond

coupling consËants for 19F nuclei contain substantial negative components

in planar conformations. It is of ínÈerest to see if similar anomalous

carbon-carbon coupling constants are observed ín acetophenone derivatives.

In solution, the free energy of activation for rotaËion about the

2 ) q5
Csp'-Csp' bond in acetophenone is 22.4 kJ/noL'-. ST0-3G M0 computations

with geometry optimizaËion indícate a planar ground state and a twofold

barrier Èo rotaËioo9 . For a tvrofold barrier of.22.4 kJ/mot,."írr20, is

0.06 (0 ís defined in 20). If

O\C
- ^o

20

a o1r mechanism, followir,.g . "io20 
law, dominates 5r(13ao, C4) and if tti;t

is between 0.9 and 1.0 Hz, as in anisoles and thioanísoles, then the

five-bond coupling constant should be 0.05 to 0.06 Hz. If 5.{On i"

smaller, as índicated by INDO Mo FPT conpuËaÈiorr", 6J(13ao, C4) should be

much less than 0.06 Hz. The measured coupling constant is 10.23 Hz. This

value indícates that anoÈher mechanism is contríbuting to 5.r(13ao , Cq).

)"c H3

X
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Schaefer et al.94 p.ono"e that a n mechanísm contríbution to 6J(CHO' F4)

in 4-fluorobenzaldehyde (planar conformaËion preferred by 34 k.l/rnot95)

accounts for the measured value of -0.442, where a o-T mechanism would

have a very small posítive value. Therefore, it is possible that a n

mechanism also conÈribut.es to 5J{13co, cO) ín acetophenone.

Turning Eo 2,6-díchloroacetophenone-t3a, 5.1{13co, co)is +0.13 Hz.

Geometry-optinized ST0-3G M0 computations flnd the conformaÈion r¿ith 0 =

90" as 47.0 kJ/uol more stable than the planar conformaËion. AnalysÍs of

the X-ray diffraction pattern of a single crysËal of
oÁ

4-t-butyl-2,6-dichloroacetophenone yields 0 as 80.6o

reasonable to assune that ."irr20, ís near unity in

It seems

2 , 6-dichloroacetophenone .

The r contributíon to 6.1(a"0, Fo) in 4-fluorobenzaldehyde is taken to

be of opposit.e sign to the o-Tr contríbution and to follow . 
"o"2U 

L"*94.

In certaÍn paramagnetic nickel II aminotropeneimineate derivatirr"s9T, the

hyperfine parameter, Qgg, for an aldehyde grouP attached to a t electron

system is negative, unlike the effective Qan for a neÈhyl grouP, which ís

5r(13co , c4) = 0.13 ."ir,20, - 0.23."o"2u,

is also taken as negative and to go as

(rls)

. 5 -o-nsuggests that -Jro

may be rewritËen as

is o. L3 Hz and that 5.1[ i" -o .23

equatÍon (116)

Hz

really r QCCtt originating ín a 0 dependent hyperconjugative ínteraction.

The n

)
COS U

Equation (115)

Equation (115)

contribution to 5.1(13c, C,)0,¿+
. One may nor¡r n¡rite

5t(13co, c4) = -0.23 + 0.36 ."irr20, (116)
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The energies of 2,6-difluoroacetoPhenone as a function of 0 yield

equation (117) at the ST0-3G level of molecular orbiÈal theory.

v(0 ) = 2.95(8) "io20 - 3.44(8) 
"ir,220

(117)

lJhen averaged over this potential, 
"in20 

is 0.400. If this value of.sin2Ot

is subsÈituted into equation (117), then a 5.1(13Co, C4) value of -0.08 Hz

ís predicted. The observed value is <0.05 Hz. The V, component is

likely to be larger for a molecule in solutíon than for an isolated

molecule, as Ís the case for benzaldefrydegS and acetophurrorr"g4'95,

yíelding a larger."io2e, value and a higher 5r(13co, c4), ín better

agreement with Ëhe predicted value.

rn acetophenone, or(t'ao, c3) "nd 
3J(t3ao, cr) will each be averaged

t+ r ^ -4 o - 3-r ^ --o 1 .out to -rö * 0.5-JiB0 and -JO + 0.5J;g0, respecËively. Sirnilarly in

2,$-dichloroacetophenone, trith the assumption of a rigid molecule (0 =

L_.1 3 ? 1? t' atú-rÍ * 6 q4r3ro90'), *J{"co, cr) and -J(-'co, cr) will be -'"Jno , v.r -1g0.

Therefore, the differenc" ir, 3J{13co, cr) ot 4r(t3ao, c3) values between

the tvro molecules is the difference betr.reen the corresponding -l!Or ana -li

values.

The increase in 4r(13ao, c3) in going frou acetophenone to

2,6-dichloroacetophenone ís consistent with 4.rrO t 4rO. This is raËher

unusual sínce 4rn. i" expected to be negative tod 4.iO is expecËed to be

positíve, based on the analogous couplings in anisole, thioanisole'

N-nethylaniline and benzyl cyanide.
? 1?-J('-C.,, C2) in acetophenone and 2,6-dichloroacetoph€flonêr assuming

the coupling constants are positíve ín both molecules, is consístenË with

3_ 'a negativ" -J90 and a positive 'JO.
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rn Z,6-difluoroacetophenone, 3t(t3a-, cn) is less than 0.05 Hz and
cL L 

? r?
probably cannot be used to aid in the decomposition of'J(--Ca, CZ)

because a large subsËituent effect is expecËed. Ot(t'a^, C.) ín the same' q' J-

molecule could not be measured due to incomplete proton decoupling by the

WALTZ16 pulse sequence.

rn suumary, 5t(t3a^, Cr.) in acetophenones appears to have a negative n- ct' 4'

component as well as the expected positive o-î component. The very srnaIl

5 n-r 5 r 5 11
values of -JiO" and -JO render -.I(^"Cs, C4) of little use in

conformational analysÍs. The conformational dependenc" of 4J(13C^, C")0' J'
? 1?

and -J(--C , C^) could noË be deduced. The possibility of a n-c\'¿

contribution to 3.t(13c , c^) rnd 4J(13c, c.) cannot be confirmed.' a' l' G- J'
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7. Sorne Additional Long-Range Couplings Between the Side-Chain l3C

Nucleus and Ring Nucleí

Á 1?a) "J(X--C, F4) versus 6CO.

6_ 1?
i) -J(S*"C, Fo) in some alkyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfides

Early sËudies have demonstrated good correlations of the pggg-carbon

chemÍcal shifts of monosubstituted benzene with the Haunett crp

oo lno
Þarameter". Lauterbur*"" has shor^m thaË the shielding of the aromatíc

carbons appear to be sÍnp1y related to the ground state elecËronic

distríbutions of these roolecules and that it appears likely Ëhat the n

electron densíties are a major factor deËerminír,g 13c shíelding in

aromatic molecules. If there is a resonance interaction between the

aromatic T-system and Èhe p orbitals or n-system of the substituent,

evidence of steric ínhíbition of resonance may be obtaíned from studies of

the chemical shifts of aromatíc carbon nuclei.

Katrítzky et a1.101 h".r. related of; t"lrr"" to the t¡¿ist angle 0 for

alkyl phenyl ketones by equation (118).

.0. 0. 2l^") = (a-)- cos-O'"R' tvt '"R' 0
(118)

Therefore it is reasonable to relate Ëhe chemical shift of the para

carbon-l3 nucleus to cos20. This has been done by Dhani and Stoth"t"lo2

for alkyl phenyl ketones. The relationship they proposed can be recast

into the form

o(o) = 6oc4 + 6c0."ír,2u, (lre )
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Recall that sin2g = 1-cos20 and that, since these molecules are not rigid,

the concern is with average or expectation values. EquatÍon (118) should

be extendable to other molecules, for example, alkyl phenyl ethers or

alkyl phenyl sulfídes, where the síze of the alkyl group will increase the

twist angle I and change the p-n conjugation wíth a resulti-ng change in

ôC+. In this thesis, long-range couplings between the alpha sidechain

carbon-l3 nucleus and a re proton, carbon-l3 or fluoríne-19 nuclei have

been taken as proportional to < sín20, . Hence one should fínd a línear

relaÈionship between ôCO "rrd 
6J(SC, F4) in alkyl 4-fluorophenyl sulfídes.

Theoretical evidence for such relationships comes fron INDO l'10 FPT

computations of 6.1(59, ur)tO (see equation 119) and ST0-3G MO computations

of n electron density on Co (see equaËion 120) in 4-fluorothíoanisole as a

function of 0 .

.õ
"J(SC, F, ) = 0.89 sini - 0.35

¿+

P (C ,) = 5 .87L44 - 0 .0f036 
"ir,2 

O
.+

(rle)

(120)

(121)

A plot of experimental 6.1(59, FO) vs ôCO values for several

a1ky1-4-fluorophenyl sulfides yíe1ds equation (121), wíth a correlation

coefficient of 0.9997 .

6,"J(SC, F') = -69.42 + 0.434 6C,
4'4

This plot is depicted in f.igure 26. Equation (121) is ín excellent

agreemenË wíth experimental values.
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Figure 26

A plot of 6.1(sC, FO) versus 6CO for some alkyl-4-fluorophenyl

sulfídes.
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In 2,6-dibrono-4-fluorophenylthioanísole, 6-r(SC, fO) is 1. 47 Hz. If

this is Ëaken "" 
6 --J90, apparent V, values can be deduced for the

alkyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfides. These values are given ín table 31.

t-Butyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfide may be considered as having 0 = 90o with

perhaps large arnplitude torsion about the Cr-S bond.

ii) 6.t(013c, F¿) ín some alkyl-4-fluorophenyl ethers

In a1ky1 phenyl ethers, ôC4 for 2La-c covers a range of less than 0.4
103ppn---, but íncreases by over 2 ppm for the t-butyl derívative, z1.d. Thís

aR

bR

cR

dR

cn3

cH2cH3

cH(cH3)2

c (cH3) 
3

2T

suggests that in 2la-c the repulsive (steríc) interaction between the

alky1 and ortho C-H bonds ís not strong enough to tníst the 0-R group out

of the benzene ring plane but that in 21d, the t-butyl group has

sufficíent "bulk" Èo tvrist Èhe sidechain and significantly reduce the 2p-n

conjugation and increase 6C¿.

This hypothesis is born out by 6.r(OC, Fo) values in the corresponding

ry fluoro derivatives of 2La-ð,. rn 2,6-dlbrorno-4-fluoroanisole, 6J(0C,

It 6¡(0c, F¿) follows r "io20 la¡¿ rhen one may write

)= L.48 <sin- 0>.

o,-R

(L22)
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Table 31

6.1(s9, F4), ô c4, ."io20t and v, values for some alkyl-4-fluorophenyl

sulfides.

6.r1sc, ro)a ,oo o 
"ir,2o, " uru

cH3

cH2cH3

cH(cH3) 2 0.92r

c(cH3) 3 1.384

0.474

0.737

161 .0 0 .322 4 .2

161.6 0. 501 0.0

r62.L 0. 661 -3 .7

163. 1 0 .94r -33. s

aCoupling constants ínHertz, taken fron 50 rnol% solutions Ín aceton"-d6.

bCherical shifÈs in ppm, taken from neat samples wiËh a small

amount of TllS added. Taken from reference 103.

Hz as utro.

dIn kJ/rol.
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The values of <sirr2Ot may noqr be deduced and, based on the assumption of

twofold barríers to rotatíon about the Cr-O bond, rotational barrier

heights, Y2, may be obtalned. These are collected in table 32.

The 4-fluoro derívatives of 2La-c strongly prefer to have the O-Co

bond ín the plane of the phenyl ring, whereas t-butyl-4-fluorophenyl ether

prefers the perpendicular conforrnation. If twofold barriers to internal

rotation about the Cr-0 bond are assumed, then a t-butyl group stabilizes

the perpendícular conformation by at least 15 kJ/rnol relative to the

nethyl, ethyl or isopropyl ethers.

f¡ ssrrm¿¡y, the excellenÈ linear correlation between 6.1{Sc, rO) and

6CO in alkyI-4-fluorophenyl sulfides together wíÈh eomputations of 6.r(SC,

F¿) and para carbon n-electron density give strong evidence that both

paraneters are related to sin20. If 6.i1Oc, fo) in alkyl-4-fluorophenyl

ethers is proportional to sin2g, then, based on an assumed twofold barríer

about the Cr-O bond, the t-butyl group stabilízes Èhe 0 = 90" conformation

by over 15 kJ/mol with respecÈ to the other a1kyl groups.

5r(*13c , c4) versus 6r(*13c, H4).

Throughout thÍs thesis 5¡(x15a , C4) has been taken to vary "" 
5.1!;n

? \^_sin'o, where 'fnõn, a posÍtive quantity, changes with X. The assumption

of a sin20 functional form and the positive sign of tq;t are confirned by

INDO M0 FPT computatíons. Evídence has also been presented in this thesis

and in earlier rork37'38 to supporr at" 6q;" 
"ir,2g 

form for 6.r(sr3c, H4).

rf both 5r(s13c, c4) 
"od 

6.1¡x13c, tto) obey the aforemenÈÍoned angular

relationships' they must be proportional to each other when measured ín

b)

the same moIecule, unsubstituted in the Ee position. A plot of 5J(X13C,
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6 1?
CO) versus "J(X^-C, H4) for several benzene derivatives fs shoçrn in figure

27. The data used to obtaín this plot are presented in table 33. A

linear regression analysis of the points yields equation (123).

5¡(x13c, ch) = -1.50 6¡(x13c, H4) + 0.02 (123)

The fit is very good, having a correlation coefficient of -0.9995.
5 1? Á 't?

The proporËionality of -J(x-'C, c4) Ëo "J(x--c, H4) appears to be

independent of the nature of the sídechain, as is expected if spin state

information is transmítted vÍa a ú-Tt mechanism. If thís is the case, then

for benzene derivatives one mav r¡rite

a.fi = -t.s oä, (]24)

I
where Qi" is the hyperfine coupling paraneter representing the

transuission of unpaired spin density fron the n-type orbitals of the

aromatic ring carbon to the para carbon-l3 nucleus. aä" represents

Èransmissíon of unpaired spin density to the para proton. Early work

agrees that QlH and Cfn are of opposite 
"ign104'105.

c) 5.t("13c , c4) versus 6.1(x13c, c').

Several 6.t(X13C, C') values have been reported in this thesis and are

collected in table 34. (for Cr see 22).
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TabLe 32

^2'J(0C, F4), <sin-O> and V, values for some alkyl-4-fluorophenyl
o

ethers'.

R 6t(oc, ro)o ."irr2o, ur'

c"3

cr{2cH3 o.L23

cH(cH3) 2 0.268

c(cH3)3 1.03s

0.073 25.s

0.083 2L.5

0. 181 9.5

0. 108d

o .699 -4 .5

tAll 
""rples are 50 nolZ ín aceÈone-d6, except R = C(CH3)r, whích is 5

moL7".

brn Hertz.

crn kJ/nol.
drhi" value Ís taken from the enríched çn = 13cit") sample.
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Table 33

values of 5.1(x13c,

anisole, Ëhioanísole and

SubsËituents

Á 1?
CO) and "J(X*'C, H4)

.. aÞenzyr cyanlce

q 1? ll-J(X-'C, Ct)-

for some derivatives of

â 1? h"J(X--C. H.)-tr'

<0. 03

-0.15

-0.36

-0.42

-0.52

-0. 63

-0.65

-0.72

o13cit,

s13ctt,

cttrl3ctl

2,6-diF-sttan,

2 ,6-dicL-s 
13ctt,

2 ,6-ð.tlr-o 13ctt,

2 , 6-DiF-citrl3ctt

2,6-DicL-ctirl3cu

aConcentrations and solvents

bro H.rt".

<0. 03

0.20

0.51

0.62

0.77

0.94

0.95

1.08

are given in tables 2-L9.
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Figure 27

A plot of 5.1(x13c, c4) versus 6.1(x13c, H4) for some benzene

derivatives.
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It is of interest to determine if 6.1(x13C, C') is dorninated by a o-n

mechanísm. If so, 6t(x13c, C') should be línearly related to 5J(x13c,

c¿). A plot of 6¡(x13c, c') versus 5¡(x13c, c4) for several para nerhyl

derÍvatives of anisole and thíoanisole is sho¡^m in figure 28. They are

related by equation (125), with a correlation coeffícient of -0.9990.

6r(*13c, c') -o . 35 5¡ ("13. , c 4)

If

90"

6-l (013c, c' ) in

, then equatíon

2, 6-dlbromo-4-methylanísole ís

(f25) becornes

(Lzs)

taken as that for $ =

6.t (x13c, c ') -0.35 ."irr2g, (126)

INDO I'10 FPT computations on 4-methylanisole yield equation (L27), in good

qualitative agreement.

-0.49 "ir,2e
6.r 

( o13c , cH- )_J (L27)
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Using the 5J(s13C, C4) value for 4-t-br.rtyl thioanisole, equation (125)

predicts r 6.r(S13c, Cr) values of -0.09, Hz. The lower observed value of

(-)0.07 Hz is líkely due to the presence of three nethyl grouPs on C'. In

methyl 3,5-dibromo-4-methoxybenzoate in which 0 = 90o, 6.1(013a, Ct) ís

slightly larger than that predicted by equation (125). INDO M0 EPT

computations of 6.t(013c, 0=g) in 4-nethoxy benzaldehyde and 4-methoxy

benzoyl fluoride predict 6JrO .rr.lrres of -L.22 Hz and -0.98 Hz

respectively. These values are ín qualitatÍve agreement wíth experiment

in that they predict a larger 6t(013c, 0=9) value but overestimate Ëhe

increase in magnítude with respect ,o 6r(013c, cH?).
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Fígure 28

A plot of 6J(x13c, ct) versus 5.i(x13c, c4) for some derívaËives of

4-nethyl anisole and 4-methyl thioanisole.
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Table 34

s 1? 6 13-J(X'-C, c,) and "J(X-"C, Ct) values for some derivatives of anisole
¿!

and thioanisolea.

5-t (x13c, ao)o 6, ("13c, c' )bSubstiËuents

o13cu, 4-cH3 o.o3

2,6-drBr-o13cu, 4-cH3 (+) 1.ol

s13cn, 4-cH3 (+) 0.31

^13^,, ^,.s'"cH2cH3 4-cH3 (+) 0.45

s13cn, 4-r-Bu (+)0.28

ol3cti, 4-o=c-H < o. 03

2,6-dtlr-o13ctr, 4-0=c-0cH3 (+)0.92

aConcentrations and solvents are gíven ín tables.
brn Hertz.

0.03

-0.3s

(-) o.10

(-)0.ls

(-) 0.07

<0.03

(-)0.42
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E. SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSION
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"Would you mínd repeating thaÈ? It is not yet totally

unclear to me.tt
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A large part of this thesis is an attenpt to show that couplings

betrreen the sidechain carbon-13 nucleus and ring protons, fluorÍne-19 and

carbon-l3 nucleí ín benzene derivatives obey angular relationship gíven by

equatíon (128), as predicted by theory, and to relate ."irr2Ot to a tr¿ofold

barrier to internal rotatíon ín symretrically substituËed derivatives. In

most cases such attempts are quite successful. The following is a brief

suumary of the results of this work and conclusions based thereon.

.,

J = J^^ <sin'o> + [J^ + 0.5J-^ I- - 90 r-0 - 180'
(128)

In symmetrÍcally substituted thíoanisoles, 5r(r13a, C4), 4.r1S13C, a3)

? 1?
and -J(S*"C, Cr) follow equation (128). Rotational barríers for para

substítut.¿ tnlo"r,isoles range from -2.8 t 0.4 kJ/nol in

4-aminothioanisole to 16,5 ! 2.0 kJ/mol in 4-nitrothioanisole, reflecting

the zr-electron donating or accepting abíIíty of the para subsÈÍtuent.

Ortho bromo- fluoro- and methoxv-thioanisole demonstrate oreferred

coplanarity of all heavy atoms. In the latter t!üo, the electron donating

ability of the orËho substituent results in large amplitude vibration

abouÈ the Cr-S bond. Long-range coupling constanÈs are consistent with a

S-Co bond orËhogonal to the phenyl ring plane in 2-hydroxythíoanisole.

The hydroxyl group likely hydrogen bonds Ëo the sulfur 3p orbital, forcing

the S-C bond ínto a conformatíon v¡íth 0 = 90". In acetone solution theô

molecule appears to exist in an equilibrÍum between intermolecular and

inËramolecular hydrogen bonded species. Based on the assumption of a

rigid molecu1e, 5.r(s13c , c¡) rrrd 6J(s13c, Ho) in 2-aminorhioanisole have 0
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as 66o and 60o, respectively. The urethylthio group likely twists about

the Cr-S bond so as to optimize the NH...S hydrogen bond.

Long-rang" 13C,13a 
"orrpling constants in a series of anisole

derivatives experíence small intrinsic substituent effects. These effects

are only observed when Ëhe substituent ís attached to either or both of
1a

the coupled *-C nuclei.

snall changes in 3.1(013c, cr) and in 4t(013c, c") observed in para

substituted anisoles are 
"or,"r"alrrt 

vrith slight "ta¡lfizatÍon or

destabÍlization of the planar ground state by n-electron withdrawing or

donating substituents, respectively. Meta chlorine substítuents appear to

stabilÍze Èhe planar conformaËion.

6 1?"J(0*-C, H,,) values irnply a greater stabilization of the orthogonal

ground state in 2 r6-dif luoroanisole relaËive to 2 ,3 ,5 ,6-tetraf luoro-

anisole, suggestíng that meta fluorine substituents increase the 2p-n

conjugation across the Cr-O bond.
q 1? q 1? ?'Jlse'-c, a4) and 'J(Te--c, c4) have been used to deduce <sín-e> and

V, values for uethyl phenyl selenide, ethyl phenyl selenide ' methyl

phenyl telluríde and ethyl phenyl telluride. Methyl phenyl selenide

prefers a planar conformation and nethyl phenyl telluride prefers an

orthogonal conformaËion. In the ethyl derivaËir¡es, orthogonal

conformations are stabilized with respect to the methyl derívatives,

presumably due to the greater "sterícil requiremenË of an ethyl group.

In solution, long-rang" 13a,13C 
"o,tplíng constants suggest that

N-methylanílíne prefers a nearly planar conformation. Surall changes in
? 1?-J(N-"C, C.) with solvent irnply a hfgher barrier to internal rotation in

¿

more po1ar, better hydrogen-bond accepting solvenËs. Based on the

assumpÈion of a rigid molecule, 2,6-difluoro-N-met.hylaniline dísplays a
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conformatíon in which the N-C bond rnakes an angle of about 33o with the

plane of the benzene ring.

Long-range couplings from the cyanide carbon to Èhe PËe Proton or

carbon-13 nucleus are consistent with nearly free internal rotation about

) ? ? 13 L 1?'
the csp¿-csp' bond in benzyl cyanide. 'J(-'cN, cz), -.1(--cN, c3) and

R 1?
'J(-'CN, C) shor¿ a solvent dependence Ëhat is consistent wíth a

stabilization of the conformation wíth 0= 90" ín more polar solvent. In

2,6-difluorobenzyl cyanide, 5.r(13c* , cr,) "r,d 
6.1(13cN, H4) yield barriers

of -9.6 I 1.2 kJ/raol and -11.8 t 0.9 kJ/nol' respectively. ST0-3G

computations yield a barrier height, Y2, of -9.86 kJ/urol but also have a

VO term of. -2.35 kJ/no1. Unfortunately, the J method cannoË distinguish

bet¡,¡een different conbinatÍons of V, and VO correspondíng to the same

< sin-$> .

rn acetophenone derivatives, 5r(t3a, C¿) takes the forrT J;;r <sin20>

r?* Jä .cos'O>, which can be recast into equation (128). The snall value of
q 'tq

JnO renders -J('-C, C4) of líttle use in conformational analysis. the

srereospecificity of 3.1(13ro, cz) 
"rrd 

4J(t'ao, a3) could not be deducecl.

Theoretical computations imply that both 6CO and 6.1{Sc, fO) in

alkyl-4-fluorophenyl sulfides should vary as "ir,20. A plot of 6CO versus

6t(ta, F,) Ín some R-4-fluorophenyl sulfide (R = Me, Et, i-Pr, t-But) is
4'

índeed línear. Plots of 5J(x13c , c,,) versus 6t(x134, H4) in some

derivatives of thioanisole, anisole and benzyl cyaníde, as well as of
ç 1? Á 1?-J(x'-C, C4) versus "J(X-"C, qH¡) in some derivatíves of 4-ruethyl

anisoles and 4-methyl thioanisoles, are linear and suggest the hypothesis

that Ëhese coupling constants are proportional to sirr20.
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F. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUT1IRE RESEARCH
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In thÍs thesis stereospecific tta,t'a coupling consrants have been

investigated ín thioanísoles, anisoles, selenoanisoles, telluroanisoles,

N-methylanilines and benzyl cyanÍdes. The stereospecificity of 13C13C

coupling constants has yet to be investígated in derivatives of styrene

(23, 2J and 3!) , ethylbenzene (4.9), isopropyl benzene (23) , q,-meÈhy1

benzyl alcohol (2J), o-a1kyl-o rnethyl benzyl alcohol (2_8), ureËhyl phenyl

sulfones (23), nethyl phenyl sulfoxídes (4), phenyl alkyl ketones (32,

3J) and pheneËhy1-X compounds (33, 3_4, 37 and 3J). Possible routes

to\,¿ards the synthesis of 13C d"rirratives of these compound. are depicted in

figure 29.

A study of 5¡ (CHz, C4) ín some benzyl-X compound has been reporteci

and the effects of rÍng substituents have been briefly díscu"""d36. In

ring substituted derivatíves of toluene,.sin20, is 0.5 and any change ín

-J(CH3, C4) should be due to intrínsic substituent perturbations. Toluene

derívatives are commercíally avaÍlable. It would be of ínËerest to have a

complete study of substituenÈ effects or, 5J(CH3, C4).

rn benzaldehyde, 5.r(a"0 , C,,) is reporÈed to be 0.I n.I06. rn

solution benzaldehyde is planar krith a large barrÍer to internal

rotation95'98' therefore <sirr2gt shoul-d be very near zero. A non-zero

couplíng suggests that in benzaldehyde derivative 5-l(ClrO , Ct) may have a n

component, as proposed in this thesis for 5t(t'a , Cl,) Ín acetophenones and

as previously proposed for 6t(c"0, ,4) in 4-fluorobenzaldehyde. Many

benzaldehyde derivatives are cortrnercially available and a thorough study
5

of "J(CHO, Co) would be very important in esËablÍshíng the nature of Èhese

couplings.
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The lntroduction of FT lrlMR specÈroscopy and, in partícular, of

polarization transfer experiments have allowed Èhe observation of rare or

insensitive nuclei. NMR spectroscopy of 13C ta natural abundance (I.L7.)

is now routine. Nitrogen-l5, with an absolute sensítívity 46 tines less

than carbon-l3, has recently received much attentionlo7. For example,

wíth respect to coupling mechanisms' rneasurement of 5.1(CH., N) in
J

4-methylpyridine would provide information on the size "f 
5-l!0" (CH3, N).

Proton decoupled 15N 
"p""ara 

of 4-fluorobenzylalkyl amines would yield
Á 1q - 6
'J("N, Fo) which, together wíth measurement of "J(CH2, F4), could be used

to deduce the confornational preferences and barriers to inËernal

rotation. The ring proton sPectra of benzyl alkyl amines are not

analyzable, even at 300 MHz. Therefore, measurenenË of 15Nr13C 
"orrpliog

constants could provide conforuational information not obtainable from the

proton specEra. 15lo enriched compounds are commercía1ly available and

several benzene derÍvatives may be synthesÍzed for the purpose of

measuring long-range couplings between the sidechain 15N ,rrr"l"us and ring

protons, carbon-13 or fluorine-19 nuclei. Figure 30 shows several

possible syntheses of 15n enriched benzene derívatives.

Long-rang" 13c,13c 
"r,d. 

t'a,t" coupling constants in 3,5-dichloro-

thioanisole, 3r5-dichloroanisole and 2,3 15 r6-tetrafluoroanisole suggest

that chloríne or fluoríne substituents in the meta positions increase Ëhe

barriers to internal rotation about the Cr-O or Cr-S bonds. Dynamic nmr

experirnents on a series of meËa disubstituted N-uethylaniline and

benzaldehydes would be of great help in examíníng the effects meta

subsËituenÈs have on rotation of the sidechain.
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FÍgure 29

1?
Possible syntheses of some '-C enriched derivatives of benzene.
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Fígure 30

1q
Possible syntheses of some --N enríched derivatíves of benzene.
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"My God, how we adored this buggering up of our

lovely language for we felt that all languages

were lifeless if not buggered up a little."

Josef Sknorecky

ttRed l"lusictt
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